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Abstract 

This work adds to the continuing research efforts in Alberta to manage the accumulation of oil 

sands tailings and reduce the environmental footprint of oil sands’ operations.  Oil sands tailings 

are unwanted by-products of surface-mining bitumen extraction processes. They are usually held 

in engineered artificial basins called tailing ponds. Mature fine tailings (MFT) are formed after a 

considerable period of gravity consolidation and are constituted of solids (~30-40 wt. %), traces of 

residual bitumen (~1-3 wt. %), and water (~60-70 wt. %). MFT predominantly contain negatively-

charged fine solids (smaller than 44 μm) that form electrostatically stable suspensions. These stable 

MFT suspensions are the main concern in tailings treatment: if unattended, they can remain stable 

for decades. Recent estimates show that more than 1.2 trillion litres of tailings cover over 220 km2 

of land in Alberta. To put this into perspective the volume of oil sands tailings would be enough to 

fill 480,000 Olympic-sized swimming pools or, to use a Canadian perspective, fill 3 million NFL 

hockey rinks to 1-inch thickness. Also, remember that a significant portion of these tailings are 

essentially contaminated water. The main goals in oil sands tailings remediation are to recover and 

recycle the high amount of water trapped therein and to ultimately reclaim the land they currently 

occupy. 

Industrial dewatering technologies mostly use polyacrylamide (PAM) flocculants. These 

flocculants hold water in their flocs via hydrogen bonding, making it hard to recover the water. In 

my thesis, I propose the use of acrylate-based polymers to tackle the aforementioned dewatering 

challenges posed by PAM flocculants. The main motivation to using these alternative flocculants 

is their hydrophobic backbones - a property I hope to harness to expel water more effectively from 

the sediment flocs. 
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In my thesis, I specifically used poly (methyl acrylate) (PMA). PMA is naturally hydrophobic. 

Therefore, to achieve the water-solubility required of polymeric flocculants, I hydrolyzed PMA to 

water-soluble HPMA (hydrolyzed-PMA) and tuned the degree of water solubility of PMA by 

varying the extent of hydrolysis. Also, being a homopolymer, PMA is comparatively easier and 

inexpensive to synthesize, especially on an industrial scale. Consequently, it is easy to scale up its 

production to meet the demands of the oil sands industry. 

An integral part of this work was the use of emulsion polymerization to make PMA. This is a 

technique that is usually preferred for its ability to combine high polymerization rates (short batch 

cycle time) and high average molecular weight (MW). Emulsion polymerization of methyl acrylate 

allowed me to obtain a stable reaction mixture, high polymer weight fractions per batch, high 

polymer yields, and polymers with high MW that were comparable to a reference industrial PAM 

flocculant. 

The experimental work was guided by a design of experiment (central composite design) and 

the responses were modeled using a multiple linear regression model. I used PMA properties 

(degree of hydrolysis (DOH) and MW) as input/predictor variables and key flocculation parameters 

as output/response variables. The DOH was the sole significant predictor variable for the capillary 

suction time (CST) model. Supernatant turbidity and the initial settling rate (ISR) models had both 

the DOH and MW as significant predictor variables, but the DOH still had the dominant effect. 

This overriding significance of the DOH is, I propose, due to its crucial role in PMA water-

solubility, chain extension, and generation of flocculation binding-sites. Generally, supernatant 

turbidity increased with polymer dosage, which I attributed to the dispersive sodium ions from the 

caustic solution used for hydrolysis. Flocculation tests on undiluted MFT using a water-soluble 

high-MW HPMA showed very promising results that exceeded the industrial dewatering 

requirements for high density tailings flocculation. 
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 In sum, the results presented in this thesis show that the success of HPMA as a tailings 

flocculant was mainly dictated by its DOH. And higher MW water-soluble HPMA grades were 

generally better flocculants, especially when used to treat MFT samples with high solids contents.   
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1.1) An Overview of the Alberta Oil Sands  

1.1.1 Formation 

Several theories attempt to explain the formation of Alberta's oil sands. According to the generally 

accepted biogenic theory, oil sands are a product of ancient marine life subjected to extremely high 

pressures and temperatures over millions of years. The original product formed was conventional 

light oil that was located in deep petroleum source rocks hundreds of kilometers to the west. 

Millions of years ago, as the Rocky Mountains formed, the oil migrated through the permeable 

sands towards Alberta and upwards closer to the surface (Figure 1-1). Later, the light oil 

underwent biodegradation depleting lighter hydrocarbons and leaving behind the unconventionally 

heavy oil that is today commonly known as Alberta oil sands bitumen. [1]–[5]  

 

Figure 1-1:(a) A profile of relevant locations and geological features of the Alberta Oil Sands Deposits.[2] (b) An 

illustration of oil migration from the original deep source rocks to near-surface locations. [1] Athabasca oil sands 

deposits have a migration path that is about 360 km long while that for the Peace River Deposits is about 80 km.[3] 
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1.1.2 Reserves and Their Locations 

Canada’s proven oil reserves, which are almost entirely located in the oil sands in Alberta, are the 

third largest in the world (Figure 1-2).[6] Alberta oil sands are spread out in three different 

locations: Athabasca, Cold Lake, and Peace River (Figure 1-3).[7] To give an appreciation of the 

size of these reserves, Masliyah et al. suggested that in 2011 the rate of daily oil production could 

be doubled and the proven reserves would still meet Canada’s crude oil demand for over 200 years. 

Surprisingly, these proven reserves are only a small fraction of the total oil in place: they are a 

mere 9 % to 10 % of about 1.7 trillion barrels of oil existing in Alberta. To put this in perspective, 

if the total oil in place could be economically recovered, like the current proven reserves, then the 

total oil output would be equivalent to the combined output of the entire Middle East. [3] 

 

Figure 1-2: Proven oil reserves.[6] 
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Figure 1-3: Oil sands deposits in Alberta.[7]  

 

1.1.3. Ore Properties and Extraction Methods 

1.1.3.1. Properties 

Alberta’s oil sands are a mixture of solids, water, and bitumen. The solid part forms the bulk of 

the ore and it is mostly composed of silica sand. The sand is hydrophilic, a unique property of the 

Alberta’s oil sands that is of the utmost importance in water-based bitumen extraction. [3], [8] 

The composition of bitumen in Alberta’s oil sands varies greatly, even within the same deposit, 

but the average bitumen content in Athabasca deposits is about 12 wt. %.[9] This composition 

usually determines the quality of oil sands ore and points to the ores that are more economic to 

process. The cutoff bitumen content in an oil sands ore that qualifies for economic processability 

is 7 wt. %.[3] Bitumen is a form of dense petroleum with exceptionally high viscosity (Figure 

1-4). Athabasca bitumen is estimated to have a viscosity of 300,000 cP, an API gravity of 7.9º and 

a density of 1015 kg/m3 at 25 oC. This viscosity is over 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of 

light crude oil.[10], [11] Masliyah et al. compared bitumen to cold molasses at room 

temperature.[8] Unlike conventional oils, bitumen is immobile under reservoir conditions and this 
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explains why existing extraction methods usually involve heating or diluting bitumen with solvents 

to lower its viscosity and enhance its recovery. 

 

Figure 1-4: Properties of Athabasca bitumen compared to different types of crude oil.[10] 

The balance of the oil sands ore is water, which can be as low as 0 wt. % in weathered ores and 

as high as 7 wt. %. The form in which water exists in the ore is a subject of research interest. 

Previous studies have postulated the existence of a thin water film encapsulating the sand 

grains.[12]–[14] However, more recent work has shown that this water film hypothesis, although 

reasonable, lacks empirical basis and is highly unlikely in acidic oil sands ores.[8], [15] The rift 

notwithstanding, all these studies seem to converge on the hydrophilic nature of mineral solids 

(sand grains) in the oil sands ore and its utility in bitumen recovery.[3], [8], [15] 
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1.1.3.2. Surface Mining 

Surface mining is a bitumen extraction method that is used for deposits that are near the surface–

less than 75 m deep. Currently, the Athabasca deposits are the only ones with deposits shallow 

enough to allow for surface mining (Figure 1-3).[7] These deposits comprise about 20 % of 

Alberta’s oil sands’ bitumen reserves. They are estimated to account for almost half of the daily 

bitumen produced in 2019 (Figure 1-8).[16] 

The first step in surface mining is to remove the overlaying muskeg (water-soaked vegetation 

or wetlands) and overburden (a mixture of clay, silt and sand) to expose the ore for mining. The 

exposed ore then undergoes a series of stages, as summarized in Figure 1-5. This extraction 

method, which is also known as the Clark hot-water extraction (CHWE) process, uses a significant 

amount of hot alkaline water to enhance bitumen liberation.[8], [13]  Every barrel (~159 litres) of 

bitumen produced uses about 2.5 m3 of water and generates about 3.3 m3 of tailings (Figure 

1-6).[3] In other words, for every unit volume of bitumen produced, almost 16 times more water 

is used and over 20 times the unit volume in tailings is generated. 

 

Figure 1-5: Summary of the main stages in surface mining. [17] 

 
Figure 1-6: A schematic to show water usage and tailings generation for every barrel of bitumen produced in water-

based bitumen extraction. [3] 
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1.1.3.3. In Situ Extraction 

 In situ extraction is a collective term used to describe technologies that are used to extract bitumen 

in situ (“in the original place”), from oil sands deposits that are too deep for surface mining–depths 

below 200 m. Examples of in situ mining technologies are steam assisted gravity drainage 

(SAGD), cyclic steam simulation (CSS), toe to heel air injection (THAI) and vapor extraction 

(VAPEX). These technologies use different approaches to lower the viscosity of bitumen for ease 

of flow into production wells: SAGD and CSS use steam; THAI uses air for combustion of bitumen 

in the formation; and VAPEX uses solvents such as vaporized propane.[11] SAGD is the most 

common among these technologies and its main stages are summarized in Figure 1-7.[17] In-situ 

mining can be used for extraction of about 80% of Alberta’s oil sands bitumen reserves. Unlike 

surface mining, this extraction method does not generate tailings, has minimal land disturbance, 

and uses significantly less water. However, the use of steam in SAGD makes it an energy intensive 

technology. This steam generation process usually burns natural gas which in turn leads to higher 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. It also recovers a comparatively lower amount of bitumen 

compared to surface mining (Table 1-1). 

 

 
Figure 1-7: Main stages in SAGD in-situ bitumen extraction. [17] 

The choice of bitumen extraction method is usually determined by the depth of the oil sands 

ore. If SAGD was used for shallow deposits, for instance, the formation would be too weak and it 

would most likely result in a steam blow out tragedy. Reversing the roles, if mining was used for 

deep lying ores, then the cost of removing the muskeg and overburden would be so high that it 

would offset any economic value from the extracted bitumen. Surface mining, despite being tied 

to the tailings menace, has several advantages over SAGD. It has a much higher bitumen recovery 

rate (yield), as shown in Table 1-1, lower GHG emissions, higher certainty of bitumen recovery, 

and it is much easier to stop and start within short notice or in case of an emergency.[18] According 
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to recent estimates by the Alberta Energy Regulator, surface mining production, though declining, 

is still projected to produce a significant amount of bitumen: 48.1% of bitumen in 2019 and 43.6% 

in 2027 (Figure 1-8). The Alberta Energy Regulator also expects daily production rates from the 

oil sands to grow from 2.8 million barrels in 2017 to 3.9 million barrels in 2027.[16] These 

estimates further underscore the need for research into more efficient and effective ways of treating 

tailings, especially considering the approximate amount of tailings generated per barrel of bitumen 

produced (Figure 1-6). 

Table 1-1: Comparison of oil recovery yields from various extraction methods [19] 

(Originated from Canadian Centre for Energy). 

 EXTRACTION METHOD   OIL RECOVERY YIELD  

Surface mining Over 90% 

In situ Mining 25-60% 

Conventional Heavy Oil Up to 20% 

Conventional Light Oil Average of 30% 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1-8: Actual and projected daily bitumen production rates via surface mining and in situ extraction methods. 

[16] 
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1.1.4 Economic Significance and Environmental Concerns.  

Alberta is Canada’s energy province. According to Alberta Energy Regulator, in 2017, about  81 

% of Canada’s oil and 68 % of Canada’s natural gas was from Alberta.[20] The oil sands industry 

has significant economic impact on both Alberta’s and Canada’s economies. Based on projections 

by Canadian Energy Research Institute (CERI), provincial and federal government taxes on the 

oil sands industry for the 2017 to 2027 period will amount to a sum of CAD$256.3 billion. CERI 

also estimates that oil sands’ development between 2017 and 2027 will inject about CAD$1.7 

trillion into the Canadian economy and 88 % of the resulting impacts will be felt in Alberta.[21] It 

is also worth noting that Alberta’s oil sands uniquely account for over half of all world oil reserves 

that are open to the private sector (not state-controlled) and are, therefore, mainly developed by 

local and international private investors.[22] 

The oil sands industry, however, has a significant downside: the environmental pollution 

resulting from its operations. Top on this list of environmental concerns are tailings generated from 

water-based extraction of mineable oil sands. Mature tailings or MFT, as mentioned earlier, 

occupy vast areas of land that needs to be reclaimed. According to Alberta Environment and Parks 

Oil Sands Information Portal, only about 11 % of the total disturbed land has been fully reclaimed 

since mining began in the 1960s. If untreated, MFT can remain stable for up to 150 years.[23], 

[24] MFT also contain traces of residual bitumen and toxic organics that are harmful to humans, 

water birds and aquatic life. Lastly, MFT are predominantly water (up to 70 wt. %), which if 

effectively recovered, would accelerate the land reclamation process and provide recycled water 

to help reduce the amount of fresh river water used in water-based bitumen extraction. This 

research work is focused on tailoring an efficient polymeric flocculant for effective water recovery 

in tailings remediation. 

The other pressing environmental concern is GHG emissions. The World Resources Institute 

places Canada’s emissions at almost 2 % of global emissions despite hosting less than 0.5 % of 

global population. Environment and Climate Change Canada estimates that about 10 % of 

Canada’s emissions come from the oil sands.[13] An analysis among provinces and territories 

shows that Alberta’s GHG emissions are the highest in Canada (Table 1-2) and as of 2015 almost 

half of those emissions were from the oil and gas sector (Figure 1-9). Technological advancement 

and process improvements have considerably reduced the amount of emissions per barrel of 

bitumen produced over the years. However, due to increased production rates in the oil and gas 

industry, overall emissions from this sector keep rising. Alberta has recorded the highest increase 
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in the amount of GHG emissions among Canadian provinces for the 2005 to 2017 period. (Table 

1-2)  

A comparison of Alberta’s emissions based on extraction methods shows that in situ mining 

operations emit almost twice as much as surface mining (Figure 1-9). As pertains to surface 

mining, it is worth noting that a fraction of the emissions from this extraction method come from 

methanogenic oil sands tailings ponds. Methane, the GHG generated from microbial activity 

(methanogenesis) in these ponds, is multiple times more potent at trapping heat than CO2, thus, 

more harmful. [25]–[27] Therefore, this is yet another reason to consider tailings treatment as an 

exigency.  

Table 1-2: Canada’s historical GHG emissions by province and territory 

(Source: Environment and Climate Change Canada, National Inventory Report 1990–2017: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks 

in Canada, Part 1) 
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.  

Figure 1-9: Alberta’s GHG emissions from different economic sectors. 

 (Adapted from “Investment of Carbon Proceeds into Oil and Gas Production Operations”, Canadian Association of Petroleum 

Producers (CAPP), May 2018. Originated from Environment and Climate Change Canada, National Inventory Report 1990–

2015: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada, Part 3, April 13, 2017). 
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1.2) Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1 is a brief overview of Alberta’s oil sands industry, its significance and associated 

challenges. In particular, it looks at the tailings problem as it relates to bitumen extraction and 

within the context of Alberta’s oil sands industry. The outline of this research work is also 

highlighted.  

Chapter 2 reviews the pertinent technical literature. It revisits surface mining in more detail 

with particular attention to the science behind relevant conditions used in water-based bitumen 

extraction. This chapter discusses how efforts to enhance optimal extraction conditions negatively 

affect tailings treatment. A comprehensive overview looks at common oil sands clay minerals and 

their relevant properties in relation to tailings treatment. A section of chapter 2 is dedicated to the 

concepts of coagulation and flocculation as used in tailings treatment, and their practical 

significance. The role of polymer flocculants, particularly hydrophobically modified flocculants, 

in tailings dewatering is discussed. At the same time, a case is made for the proposed hydrophobic 

modification, HPMA. Lastly, emulsion polymerization is reviewed in detail and a justification is 

given for the use of this technique to synthesize PMA. 

Chapter 3 discusses laboratory synthesis of PMA using emulsion polymerization and 

subsequent base hydrolysis to HPMA. Characterization techniques used are also discussed in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 4 discusses the statistical models and flocculation tests performed using different 

grades of our proposed novel polymer flocculant on both diluted and undiluted MFT.  

Chapter 5 summarizes and discusses the main results of this thesis and makes 

recommendations for future work. 
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2.1) Oil Sands Tailings and Clay Minerals 

2.2.1 Hot Water Extraction and Oil Sands Tailings.  

Tailings are not unique to oil sands bitumen extraction. They are common in mineral processing 

and generally described as the unwanted by-product at the tail-end of most mineral recovery 

processes. In the global mining industry, millions of tonnes of tailings are annually added to the 

billions of tonnes already existing. The conventional approach to store these tailings involves 

impoundment in large artificially engineered structures called tailing dams or ponds. This approach 

is not only able to contain the high capacity of tailings generated but it also offers comparatively 

low maintenance and operating costs.[28] In the year 2000, based on consultations with regulatory 

officials and a detailed literature review, the number of tailing dams from different mineral 

extraction processes worldwide was estimated to be slightly over 3500.[29] Alberta’s oil sands 

tailings ponds have features that have much in common with those from the mineral processing 

tailings. 

Oil sands tailings are the undesired waste residue at the tail-end of Clark hot water extraction 

(CHWE) of mineable oil sands. CHWE is a water-based bitumen extraction method developed by 

Karl Clark in the 1920s, commercialized in the 1960s and modified over time. It uses hot/warm 

water, a caustic additive and air bubbles to optimize bitumen recovery in mineable deposits. 

Bitumen recovery in CHWE can be dived into two main steps, bitumen liberation and bitumen 

aeration (Figure 2-1). [3], [8], [12], [13]  

 

Figure 2-1: Simplified illustration of the key steps in CHWE bitumen recovery. 

In CHWE, bitumen liberation is the separation of bitumen from mineral sand grains during 

bitumen recovery. This water-based detachment of bitumen droplets from the sand grains can be 

viewed as the replacement of the initial bitumen-sand interface with two new interfaces: the sand-
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water and bitumen-water interfaces. This interfacial change can be expressed using an equation 

that describes the free energy density (J/m2) associated with the process,[3]  

 ∆𝑮𝑳𝒊𝒃𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝜸𝑺/𝑾 + 𝜸𝑩/𝑾 − 𝜸𝑩/𝑺 (2-1) 

Equation (2-1), however, is not practical since the bitumen-sand (𝛾𝐵/𝑆) and sand-water (𝛾𝑆/𝑊) 

interfacial tensions are hard to quantify. A simplified and more useful equation that uses the 

directly measurable bitumen-water interfacial tension (𝛾𝐵/𝑊), is obtained by substituting into it the 

Young’s equation (Equation (2-2)). Equation (2-3) is not only easier to quantify experimentally, 

but it also gives useful thermodynamics information. Based on this equation, the interfacial free 

energy of bitumen liberation is inherently positive, since 𝛾𝐵/𝑊 is always positive and sand is not 

completely wettable (Ɵ>0). Thus, under normal conditions, bitumen liberation is 

thermodynamically unfavorable and requires external influence to drive the process.[3] 

 

 
𝑪𝒐𝒔 𝜽 =

𝜸𝑩/𝑺 − 𝜸𝑺/𝑾

𝜸𝑩/𝑾
        

(Where Ɵ is the contact angle shown on Figure 2-2) 

(2-2) 

 

 ∆𝑮𝑳𝒊𝒃𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝜸𝑩/𝑾(𝟏 − 𝑪𝒐𝒔 𝜽)  ≥ 𝟎 (2-3) 

 

Figure 2-2: Interfacial interactions between bitumen, sand and water during liberation. Equation 2-2 (Young’s 

equation)  offers a mathematical relationship between interfacial tensions from the three phases and their contact 

angle(Ɵ). 

 One of the innovative approaches used to enable bitumen liberation involves using caustic 

additives to modify interfacial properties of the system via the hydrolysis of surface active 

functional groups found in bitumen.[3] For instance, base hydrolysis of naphthenic acids in 
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bitumen (Figure 2-3.A).[30] A fraction (about 2%) of the hydrolyzed naphthenic acids with 

shorter chains (13-18 carbon atoms) become soluble in water and are released as natural 

surfactants.[8] These natural surfactants accumulate at the bitumen-water interface and lower the 

interfacial tension (𝛾𝐵/𝑊). According to Equation (2-2) and (2-3), lowering 𝛾𝐵/𝑊 increases cosƟ 

and decreases the positive free energy associated with bitumen liberation, thus increasing the 

likelihood of bitumen detachment from the sand grains. The alkaline slurry also hydrolyzes and 

charges the sand surface (Figure 2-3.B) increasing its wettability and decreasing the contact angle 

(Ɵ)(increasing cosƟ, see Equation (2-2)). And, in this way, it also contributes to lowering the 

bitumen-liberation free energy (Equation (2-3)). A study by Ren et al. on hydrophobic mineral 

solids that are found in weathered (dehydrated) ores further emphasized the critical role of 

hydrophilic sand surfaces in bitumen liberation.[31] In addition to engineering interfacial 

properties, mechanical agitation and high slurry temperature are among other external influences 

that create conducive hydrodynamic conditions to enable the thermodynamically unfavourable 

bitumen liberation process. [3], [8] 

 

Figure 2-3: Key chemical reactions associated with caustic additives in CHWE: (A) base hydrolysis of naphthenic 

acid (simplified chemical structure) [30]; and (B) base hydrolysis of (silaceous) sand surfaces.[3] 

Bitumen aeration, the second step in bitumen recovery, involves attachment (or engulfment) of 

the liberated bitumen droplets to (or onto) air bubbles. This lowers the bitumen density, increases 

its buoyancy and allows the resulting bitumen froth to float to the top of the separation vessel for 

recovery. In absence of aeration, separation would be difficult since liberated bitumen droplets 

would remain suspended in the slurry due to their high density, which is almost similar to water 

density, thus, resulting in a poor bitumen yield. The aeration process may also be described as the 

formation of new bitumen-air interfaces at the expense of the existing bitumen-water and air-water 

interfaces. The free energy density associated with creation of this new interface is expressed as 
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follows, [3], [32] 

 ∆𝑮𝑨𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝜸𝑩/𝑨 − 𝜸𝑩/𝑾 − 𝜸𝑨/𝑾   (2-4) 

 

 

 
𝑪𝒐𝒔 𝜽 =

𝜸𝑩/𝑨 − 𝜸𝑩/𝑾

𝜸𝑨/𝑾
 

(Where Ɵ is the contact angle shown on Figure 2-4) 

(2-5) 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Interfacial interactions between air, bitumen and water phases characteristic of the bitumen aeration 

process. 

Equation (2-4) can be simplified further by inserting the Young’s equation (Equation (2-5)) to 

obtain, 

 ∆𝑮𝑨𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝜸𝑨/𝑾(𝑪𝒐𝒔 𝜽 − 𝟏) (2-6) 

 This simplified equation shows that for any contact angle greater than zero, the free energy of 

aeration is negative. Thus, aeration, unlike bitumen liberation, is a spontaneous process that is 

thermodynamically stable. This is no surprise since air and bitumen are hydrophobic and their 

affinity to each other is spontaneous. However, under the alkaline conditions in CHWE, both air 

and bitumen obtain negative surface charges, which compromises their natural affinity. High slurry 

pH, although useful for bitumen liberation, tends to be detrimental to bitumen aeration. Under high 

alkaline conditions, natural surfactants are released onto the bitumen-water interface and further 
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into the bulk slurry. This lowers bitumen-water and air-water interfacial tensions which results in 

a smaller contact angle and a lower negative Gibbs free energy of aeration which, in turn, lowers 

the degree of spontaneity or the ease of bitumen aeration. The optimum pH that favors both 

liberation and aeration depends on the type of oil sands ore and is within the range of 8.0 to 9.0. 

In addition, sodium ions present in the caustic additive help to disperse fine solids in order to avert 

slime coating, optimize flotation and consequently improve bitumen recovery.  

 

In mining, bitumen recovery and tailings management are inextricably linked, and, 

unfortunately, the optimum conditions for extraction have deleterious effects on tailings treatment. 

The alkaline slurry pH and high dispersion of sodium treated fine solids (mostly clays) are desired 

for bitumen recovery but unwanted in tailings treatment, as we shall discuss in the next section. 

[3], [8]  

 

Figure 2-5: Simplified schematic of the main process streams that generate tailings during CHWE.(Adapted from [33]) 

In the course of the CHWE, oil sands tailings are generated from various process streams, as 

shown in (Figure 2-5). These tailings are then impounded in tailing ponds that are surrounded by 

dykes (sand embankments with high shear strength) for structural integrity. Oil sands tailing ponds 

occupy massive land areas. Estimates done by the end of 2016 show that these ponds, including 

associated structures (such as dykes), covered about 257 km2.[34] The fresh tailings released in 

these ponds/dams are usually laden with coarse solids that settle fast and often form beaches. The 

smaller fines remain suspended, with extremely slow settling rates, making it difficult to recover 
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water and reclaim the pond land.  

Over the years, several terms have been used to differentiate oil sands tailings. Thin fine tailings 

(TFT) refer to oil sand tailings with a nominal solids content that is above 15 % but below 30 %. 

Mature fine tailings (MFT) is used to refer to oil sands tailings that have been unattended in a pond 

for several years and have attained a steady nominal solids content that is usually above 30 %  and 

a sands to fines ratio (SFR) that is less than 0.3. Fluid fine tailings (FFT) has a more inclusive 

definition and it refers to oil sands tailings with nominal solids content greater than 2 wt. % but 

whose solids content is still less than the required content to reach the liquid limit or the liquid-

solid transition boundary shown on Figure 2-6A.[33], [35] The unified tailings classification chart 

(Figure 2-6B) represents a more recent (2013) and comprehensive approach of oil sands tailings 

classification that is based on detailed tailings composition. As shown on Figure 2-6B, FFT 

(highlighted in red) encompasses among others MFT (indicated in blue). Ideally, tailings treatment 

and initial dewatering should produce a product that is within the non-segregating and pumpable 

boundaries shown on the ternary plots below (Figure 2-6A and B). [33], [35]–[38] 

 

 

Figure 2-6: (A) An oil sands ternary diagram showing important boundaries useful for engineering applications.[37] 

(B) A ternary plot based on Unified Oil Sands Tailings Classification System showing 4 main color partitions based 

on composition.[39] 
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2.2.2 Properties of Clay Minerals in MFT 

In MFT, fine solids (particle size<44µm) typically constitute more than 95 wt. % of the solids 

content and majority of these mineral solids are clays. Clays profoundly affect MFT properties 

that have important implications in tailings treatment. These minerals are associated with the slow 

consolidation and high water retention that is characteristic of MFT..[40]–[42] Studying clays in 

MFT is difficult, but necessary since they comprise a heterogeneous mixture with complex 

chemistry possessing anisotropic charge distribution, often containing organic materials. This 

section is not intended to be an exhaustive treatise on clay minerals, but rather a concise overview 

of key relevant properties of oil sands’ clay minerals. Understanding these properties is important 

for effective MFT treatment. 

Kaolinite, illite, chlorite, smectite (montmorillonite), and mixed-layer clays, like illite-smectite 

and kaolinite-smectite, are the common types of clays in Alberta’s oil sands deposits. Their 

building blocks are siliceous tetrahedral sheets (symbolized as T) and aluminous octahedral sheets 

(symbolized as O). These structural units are layered differently within the structure of different 

types of clays. Kaolinites are two-layered with the tetrahedral sheet covalently bonded to the 

octahedral sheet. These two sheets form a unit layer (a 1:1 layer) which is strongly bound to other 

unit layers by a series of hydrogen bonds, making kaolinites difficult to delaminate. The compact 

nature of kaolinite clays explains why they do not swell in water. Kaolinite’s structural 

arrangement as described above can be symbolized as -TO- and is represented on Figure 2-7. 

Illite, chlorite and smectite are three-layered clays, with their unit layers composed of an octahedral 

sheet sandwiched between two tetrahedral sheets - a 2:1 layer represented as–TOT- (Figure 2-8). 

In Athabasca deposits (McMurray formation), the clay composition of the ore consists of 40-70 

wt. % kaolinite, 28-45 wt. % Illite and 1-15 wt. % montmorillonite. MFT suspensions contain the 

same clay types as the ores, albeit in varying compositions. It is also worth noting that the clay 

composition in MFT tend to be depth-dependent and can change over time, as different clays settle 

at different rates.[3], [9], [41], [43] 
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Figure 2-7: A 1:1 or -TO- structure that is characteristic of kaolinite clays. [44] 

 
Figure 2-8: A 2:1 or –TOT- structure found in illite and smectite clays. [45] 

 

Table 2-1: Important properties of typical oil sands’ clays. [3] 

Surface charge is responsible for the electrostatic stability of clays, high water retention, and 

ultimately poor dewatering and consolidation of MFT. One common source of clay surface charge 

(especially on the basal planes) is isomorphic substitution, or the replacement of higher valence 

cations by similar-sized low valence cations within imperfect clay crystal lattices. This substitution 

leads to a net charge deficiency and permanent negative charges. Cations attracted to balance these 

Clay Type: Kaolinite Illite Chlorite Montmorillonite 

Isomorphic 

Substitution: 
Low in T-Sheet High in T-Sheet High in both T- and O-Sheets 

SSA,  m2/g : 10 - 20 65 - 100 42 700 - 840 (Total) 

CEC, meq/100g : 3 - 5 10 - 40 10 - 40 80 - 150 
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permanent charges are referred to as interstitial compensating ions. Cation exchange capacity 

(CEC) quantifies clay permanent charge by measuring the amount of compensating cations that 

are available for exchange when the clay is in an aqueous media. The degree to which isomorphic 

substitution contributes to the overall surface charge varies significantly in different clay types. In 

smectite clays, for instance, this substitution occurs in both the octahedral and tetrahedral sheets 

(Table 2-1). In smectite clays, particularly, substitution in the O-sheet results in delocalized 

permanent charges since the compensating cations are unable to access the shielded (sandwiched) 

O-sheet. As a result, delocalized permanent charges sit on the T-sheets. A phenomenon that 

weakens the interlayer binding, leading to easy delamination and exposure of the interlayer cations 

to hydration when the clay is an aqueous medium. This explains the characteristic swelling that is 

observed in smectite clays, such as montmorillonite, when placed in water. This delamination is 

also responsible for the exceptionally high specific surface area (SSA) of smectite clays which in 

total can be as high as 840 m2/g (Table 2-1). High SSA correlates with high water holding capacity 

and subsequent difficulty in water removal. Table 2-2 shows the significance of total surface area 

in relation to the water holding capacity. Generally, clay minerals account for up to 96 % of the 

water holding capacity in fluid fine tailings (FFT). Due to its high SSA, less than 4 wt. % of 

montmorillonite can hold up to 19 wt. % water, which is a disproportionately high water-holding 

capacity compared to other mineral solids. In comparison, kaolinite clays, which are more 

compact, usually have a much lower SSA and a comparatively low water holding capacity. So, 

though often present in trace amounts in MFT, smectite and mixed-layer smectite clays possess 

unique properties that have a predominantly negative effect on tailings treatment. Illite clays have 

a comparatively low isomorphic substitution which is confined to the T-sheets. Chlorites, despite 

sharing the same isomorphic substitution with smectites, do not swelling in aqueous solutions due 

to the presence of a structurally strong octahedral brucite layer that helps counterbalance the 

permanent charges. As a result, chlorites’ delamination and specific surface area are all 

comparatively low (Table 2-1). [3], [5], [42] Clay charges on the edges of clay minerals are usually 

not derived from isomorphic substitution. They are pH-dependent and change with slurry pH. The 

surface groups responsible for these charges are protonated to a positive charge at low pH, 

transition to neutral at a pH corresponding to PZC (point of zero charge) and are negative due to 

deprotonation in alkaline pH.  Kaolinite clays, for instance, have relatively low isomorphic 

substitution and the overall surface charge is predominantly pH –dependent.[3] 
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Table 2-2: Water-holding capacity as a function of change in particle size. [42] 

Diameter of 

Sphere, (µm) 

Total Surface Area in 

1m3 of Particles 

Volume of Surface Bound 

Water at 1 µm water layer 

thickness (m3) 

Wt. % of Bound Water 

(Solids density 

=2650kg/m3) 

44 1x105 0.133 5 

20 3x105 0.300 10 

10 6x105 0.600 18 

5 1x106 1.200 31 

2 3x106 3.000 53 

 

Figure 2-9: A schematic representation of the electrical double layer on the surface of a dispersed and negatively 

charged clay particle. Associated electrokinetic potentials are also shown. 
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Zeta potential measurements are the most reliable way to empirically quantify the magnitude 

of surface charge on charged colloidal particles. When a charged particle is dispersed in a fluid 

medium, two layers of counter ions are formed at the interface. The first layer is firmly adsorbed 

on the particle surface and it is called the Stern layer. The second layer of ions, which is less loosely 

anchored, is called the diffuse layer. The Stern layer and the diffuse layer, travel along with the 

particle in the dispersing fluid/medium and they are referred to as the electrical double layer (EDL). 

Zeta potential is the electric potential at the boundary of this double layer (at the slipping plane) 

relative to a point in the continuous phase (in the bulk fluid) (Figure 2-9). Zeta potential values 

range from -100mV to +100mV and particles that are less than -30mV in charge or greater than 

+30mV tend to form stable colloidal systems. For instance, at a pH range of 8-9 (typical range in 

oil sands tailings) pure kaolinite, illite and smectite clays treated with sodium possess surface 

charges that are about -40mv (less than -30mV) (Figure 2-10a). And as expected the resulting 

colloidal dispersion of these highly charged clays was quite high (~ 90% dispersion) (Figure 

2-10b). These sodium treated pure clays offer useful insight on the interplay between pH, clay 

surface charges and electrostatic stability, a phenomenon that we would also expect in MFT clays 

that are obtained from sodium hydroxide treated oil sands ores. [33], [46], [47]  

 

Figure 2-10: (a) Surface charge of different sodium-treated clay minerals at various pH values. ; (b) A plot showing 

the degree of dispersion of different clay types as a function of their surface charges. [33], [47] 

Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory is a classical theory that considers the 

effect of repulsive coulombic (electrostatic) forces and attractive van der Waals forces at each 
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interacting distance to determine colloidal stability (Figure 2-11). This theory tends to be reliably 

accurate in predicting the stability of simple colloidal systems with relatively uniform charge 

properties and is widely used in nanoscience. MFT suspensions, however, form a complex 

colloidal system with an array of interaction forces; thus, the DLVO theory in its original form 

cannot predict MFT colloidal stability. Nonetheless, an understanding of the DLVO theory can 

further underscore the significance of particle surface charges on colloidal stability. According to 

the DLVO theory, when the repulsive forces are the dominant contributor to the net interaction 

energy, then the colloidal system remains stable. In tailings, as charged fine particles (mostly clays) 

approach each other their double layers overlap, resulting in a repulsive barrier that prevents 

aggregation and ultimately manifests as strong electrostatic stability of these solids in MFT. [3], 

[48], [49]  

 

Figure 2-11: An illustration of the interaction forces as described by the DLVO colloidal stability theory.  

Hydraulic conductivity, K, is another clay property that is often studied in geotechnical 

engineering, but it also has important implications in tailings management. The hydraulic 

conductivity of a material is a measure of how fast a fluid can flow through its pores (voids) in 

relation to the fluid’s pressure. A low hydraulic conductivity, therefore, reflects poor water/fluid 

release. Clays, unlike other soil-types, possess this fluid sealing property which is of practical use 

in various fields like in the lining of hazardous waste landfills. However, in tailings treatment, low 
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hydraulic conductivities impede water recovery and subsequent consolidation and are therefore 

highly undesired. The inverse correlation between clay content and hydraulic conductivity is 

already well established (Table 2-3). In oil sands tailings, clays contribute to the poor water-

release of MFT that is characterized by low hydraulic conductivities in the range of 1 × 10–4 to 1 

× 10–7 cm/s. [5], [42], [50]–[52]  Tavenas et al. showed that soils with a high clay content possess 

a much lower hydraulic conductivity regardless of their void ratio (Figure 2-12B).[5], [53]  

 

Figure 2-12: The relationship between void ratio and hydraulic conductivity for soils with varying clay content (and 

plasticity index-PI). [5], [53] 

 

Table 2-3: A comparison of typical hydraulic conductivities of different saturated soil types.[51], [55]  

SOIL TYPE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, K (cm/sec) 

Clean Gravel 100 – 1.0 

Coarse Sand 1.0 - 0.01 

Fine Sand 0.01 -  0.001 

Silty Sand 0.001 - 0.00001 

Clay < 0.000001 
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2.2) Coagulation and Flocculation. 

Coagulation and flocculation are common terms in tailings, water and wastewater treatment. They 

are at times used interchangeably. At other times, often in colloid science where the electrical 

double layer and the DLVO theory are used as the points of reference, coagulation is defined as 

the irreversible aggregation of colloidal particles in the primary minimum, while flocculation as 

the reversible aggregation of particles that interact at a range that is no closer than the secondary 

minimum (Figure 2-11). We will briefly explain the use of these two terms as used in the context 

of this work and as commonly used in water-treatment and mineral processing.[3], [5], [56]  

Coagulation will be used to refer to the aggregation of particles into small flocs when repulsive 

forces between them are neutralized or destabilized. This electrostatic colloidal destabilization 

weakens the repulsive electrostatic forces or shrinks the electrical double layer, thus, enabling the 

colloidal particles to approach each other at closer range where attractive van der Waal forces are 

dominant enough to allow for aggregation. Neutralization of particle surface charges can be 

achieved by pH-control or addition of a coagulant (electrolyte) solution. In this work, we have 

used a calcium salt solution as a coagulant. The threshold concentration of inorganic salt 

coagulants that is needed to initiate aggregation of colloidal particles is known as the critical 

coagulation concentration (CCC). At the CCC, the energy barrier caused by electric repulsion is 

eliminated, resulting in spontaneous particle aggregation in the primary minimum. Ionic strength 

has a linear dependence on both the electrolyte concentration and valence of the ions (Equation 

(2-7)). Consequently, the higher the electrolyte concentration and valence of constituent ions in a 

coagulant, the higher the ionic strength of the solution and the more effective it is at charge 

neutralization (shrinkage of the electrical double layer). Figure 2-13 illustrates the role(s) of pH-

control, electrolyte concentration, and ionic strength play in neutralizing surface charge 

(destabilizing a colloidal dispersion).[3], [57], [58]  

 

 𝑰 =
𝟏

𝟐
∑ 𝑪𝒊𝒁𝒊

𝟐

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (2-7) 
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Figure 2-13: Colloidal destabilization as a function of (a) pH-control [28], [48] (b) change of electrolyte 

concentration [57], and (c) variation of ionic strength.[5] 

Flocculation, on the other hand, will be used to refer to aggregation and subsequent 

sedimentation of the destabilized particles by polymer bridging. Polymer bridging is the formation 

of flocs by the simultaneous attachment of a water-soluble polymer to several particles. Desirable 

polymer flocculants usually possess high molecular weights and can attach at multiple points and 

on several particles’ surfaces making the adsorption on particles practically irreversible. 

Coagulation usually precedes flocculation so as to aggregate fine solids and reduce the linkage 

points during polymer bridging (flocculation). Consequently, flocs from polymer bridging are 

larger, denser, and settle visibly faster by gravitational sedimentation. This relationship between 

the floc size and rate of sedimentation is usually approximated using Stokes’ Law. According to 
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Stokes’ Law, the settling velocity is proportional to the density of the solid and a square of the 

particle’s size (Equation (2-8)).  

 ʋ =
𝟐𝒈𝑹𝟐(𝝆𝒔 − 𝝆𝒇)

𝟗𝜼
 (2-8) 

The gravitational force acting on the particle is proportional to a cube of the particle’s size 

(Equation (2-9)).  

 𝑭𝒈 =
𝟒𝜼𝒈𝑹𝟑(𝝆𝒔 − 𝝆𝒇)

𝟑
 (2-9) 

Working with a dilute laminar suspension, assuming that the viscosity and density of the 

dispersing fluid remain constant, and that the suspended solids have roughly the same density, we 

can use a Stokes’ Law approximation to gain a useful perspective of the sedimentation process. A 

200 µm particle (a size typical of a visible floc) will settle 100 times faster than a 20 µm particle 

(~size of a fine mineral solid, < 44 µm), 10,000 times faster than a 2 µm particle and 1000,000 

times faster than a 0.2 µm particle (size of an ultra-fine clay mineral). Despite the simplistic 

assumptions made when using Stokes’ Law, this analogy makes a case for polymer induced 

flocculation. It is hard to overestimate the importance of flocculation in accelerating the initial 

sedimentation rate of fine solids in tailings treatment. [3], [42], [51], [58]–[61]  
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2.3) Polymer Flocculants and MFT Dewatering. 

Polymers have a vast array of applications: as carriers in drug delivery applications, as scaffolds 

in tissue engineering, as viscosity improvers in enhanced oil recovery and lubricants in hydraulic 

fracturing, as retention aids in paper fabrication, as synthetic soil conditioners in agriculture, and 

as flocculants in water, wastewater and sludge treatment.[59], [62]–[69]  

In oil sands tailings, polymer flocculants accelerate the sedimentation of fines and increase the 

hydraulic conductivity of the sediments, thus enhancing initial tailings dewatering and rapid 

densification which, consequently, helps hasten the drying and reclamation process. In the grand 

scheme of things, polymeric flocculants contribute to both water recovery and subsequent land 

reclamation – the two main challenges associated with tailings treatment. Currently, polymer 

flocculants are used in thickeners and are incorporated in most commercial dewatering 

technologies. For example, in thin lift dewatering, an industrial dewatering technology, oil sands 

tailings are intercepted and treated with polymer flocculants to accelerate flocculation and initial 

dewatering. The resulting compaction of the polymer-treated tailings significantly reduces their 

volume and forms a high-density trafficable paste. This paste is then placed in thin layers on 

inclined ground to allow for further dewatering and natural desiccation. Mechanical dewatering 

technologies such as centrifugation and filtration also use polymer flocculants to enhance 

flocculation, dewatering and densification. Storage volume reduction and water recovery are two 

features associated with polymer-treated tailings which are extremely important, especially 

considering the current inventory of tailings. Generally, in high-density thickeners, in-line 

flocculation and centrifugation technologies, all of which use polymer flocculants, the solids 

content of MFT increases from ~ 30 wt. % to ~ 50 wt. %, a densification that corresponds to a ~ 

50 % saving in storage volume. Additional processes like filtration, consolidation and drying help 

further densify the treated tailings from ~ 50 wt. % to ~ 80 wt. %, which offers an extra reduction 

in storage volume of about ~ 45 %. Treated MFT at 60 wt. % solids requires less than a third of 

the total storage volume that would be required for the same amount of fines from composite 

tailings (CT) at 80 wt. % solids consolidation. Based on Kaminsky’s estimation, increasing tailings 

solids content from about 10 wt. % to 60 wt. % saves almost 90 % in storage volume (Figure 

2-14A). In tailings treatment, this initial densification happens along with initial dewatering and 

the retrieved water is recycled. Dried tailings with a solids content of 75 wt. % to 80 wt. % (47 

vol. % to 40 vol. %), within the plastic limit range, are considered to have the desired long-term 

stiffness and strength (50 kPa to 100 kPa) required for reclamation. Figure 2-14B offers yet 
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another perspective on oil sands tailings’ volume reduction; to move from 50 wt. % solids to the 

desired 75 wt. % to 80 wt. % you end up losing 67 % to 75 % of the water in the tailings. [5], [35], 

[42], [59] 

 

Figure 2-14:  (A) An illustration of the storage volume reduction that is expected with increase in tailings’ solids 

content.[42] (B) Another illustration of oil sands tailings’ volume % - mass % relationship and atterberg limits. [35] 

The main polymer flocculants used in industrial oil sands tailings treatment are PAM-based 

flocculants. These flocculants have had a proven record of success in other industrial applications 

and it is, therefore, no surprise that they were the first polymer flocculants considered for industrial 

oil sands tailings treatment. Solubility in water (hydrophilicity) and high molecular weight are key 

desirable properties in PAM flocculants. These properties avail numerous active sites of the 

flocculant for interaction with the dispersed particles leading to effective adsorption of the 

flocculant on multiple particle surfaces. Thus, PAM flocculated tailings form relatively large flocs 

with high initial settling rates and rapid initial dewatering. These polymers, however, tend to hold 

water in their flocculated sediments, where the polymer concentration is much higher, which could 

ultimately lead to poor long term pore water recovery and by extension poor consolidation. This 

water release problem is most likely due to hydrogen bonding of water molecules with PAM chains 

as shown in Figure 2-15b. Hydrogen bonds are weak dipole-dipole bonds that are formed between 

hydrogen and highly electronegative atoms like oxygen and nitrogen. PAM flocculants replicate 

their structural units (monomers) up to millions of times within their high MW chains, which 

would in turn significantly amplify the strength of the hydrogen bonds due to their amide groups 

and the associated water retention capacity. [35], [42], [59], [70]–[74] 
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Figure 2-15: (a) PAM. (b) Simplified illustration of proposed intermolecular hydrogen bonding between PAM chains 

and water molecules. 

 Several studies have looked at the effect of hydrophobic groups in water-soluble polymer 

flocculants used in tailings treatment. [70]–[73], [75] Li et al. investigated the use of poly(n-

isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) (Figure 2-16a) as an oil sands tailings flocculant. The 

hydrophobic properties of non-ionic PNIPAM are thermal responsive and the transition from 

hydrophilic to hydrophobic state only happens at temperatures above PNIPAM’s lower critical 

solution temperature (LCST) – in this case above 32º C . This LCST value was dependent on the 

molecular structure and it increased notably when ionic PNIPAM was used instead. Therefore, 

despite its promising performance, this hydrophobic modification could only be used at elevated 

temperatures and heating the current tailings inventory to temperatures above PNIPAM’s LCST is 

not an economically viable option. [75] Reis et al., motivated by previous PNIPAM studies, 

decided to use poly(acrylamide)-graft-polypropylene oxide (PAM-g-PPO) hydrophobic 

modification (Figure 2-16b) as an alternative flocculant. PAM-g-PPO showed promising results 

on dewaterability that were also attributed to the hydrophobic segments.[72] Hripko et al. worked 

on yet another hydrophobic PAM modification, poly(acrylamide)-graft-poly(ethylene oxide 

methyl ether methacrylate) (PAM-g-PEOMA) (Figure 2-16c), drawing from the success of PAM-

g-PPO. PAM-g-PEOMA also showed remarkably good dewaterability compared to the industrial 

PAM-based reference flocculant when more than 30 % of hydrophobic grafts were added to the 

PAM backbone. [71] Gumfekar et al. used poly(n-isopropyl acrylamide/acrylic acid/n-tert-

butylacrylamide) copolymer (P(NIPAM-AA-NTBA)) (Figure 2-16d) which possessed two types 

of hydrophobic comonomer segments, NIPAM and NTBA, that were credited with the improved 
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water release of this flocculant. Flocculation tests on P(NIPAM-AA-NTBA) were run at 50ºC to 

initiate the transition of PNIPAM’s structural conformation from hydrophilic to hydrophobic state. 

Again, based on the foregoing argument, using PNIPAM modifications is not practical for 

industrial-based tailings treatment.[73]  

 

Figure 2-16: Hydrophobic modifications of PAM-based polymers: (a) PNIPAM; (b) PAM-g-PPO copolymer; (c) 

PAM-g-PEOMA copolymer; and (d) P(NIPAM-AA-NTBA) copolymer. 

In summary, almost all the current hydrophobic modifications of PAM flocculants are 

copolymers that are comparatively more expensive and difficult to synthesize, especially on an 

industrial scale. Moreover, the techniques used to synthesize these copolymers make it difficult to 

attain molecular weights that compare to those of current industrial flocculants without 

significantly lowering polymerization rates. In polymer flocculants, high molecular weight chains 

result in increased binding sites, which increases the flocculation and adsorption capacity. 

However, at very high molecular weights of about 18x106 Da, chain entanglement becomes a 

limiting factor and ultimately results in poor interaction with small particles.[76] Thus, it is 

advisable to have a polymerization technique that allows you to obtain a range of MWs including 

the very high limits so as to test the optimum flocculation capacity of your flocculant. 

Studies on hydrophobically modified flocculants that are not based on PAM also show 

promising dewatering ability that is attributed to their hydrophobic functional groups.[70], [77], 
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[78] Botha et al. synthesized hyperbranched functionalized polyethylene (HBfPE) (Figure 2-17) 

by functionalizing a purely hydrophobic polyethylene backbone with methyl acrylate and then 

hydrolyzing the methyl acrylate segments. The hydrolyzed methyl acrylate segments acted as 

active binding sites allowing for both water-solubility and interaction with dispersed particles in 

tailings whereas the hydrophobic backbone helped repel water. Hydrophobic segments seem to 

not only repel water but they also promote interaction with fugitive bitumen and other organic 

compounds that coat clay particles, thus, adding extra polymer adsorption sites. HBfPE is, 

however, a copolymer that uses palladium catalysts under thorough conditions in the course of its 

synthesis, making it expensive and difficult to scale up. Also, high MW HBfPE polymers that 

compare to industrial PAM could not be obtained. [70], [74], [79], [80] 

 

Figure 2-17: HBfPE copolymer showing hydrophilic segments of hydrolyzed methyl acrylate on a hydrophobic 

polyethylene backbone. 

Inspired by the success of prior studies on hydrophobically modified flocculants and 

particularly HBfPE, we decided to try out a novel approach to synthesizing these types of 

polymers. In our research, we proposed the use of a homopolymer that is comparatively easier and 

cheaper to synthesize and hence economical to scale up. Our proposed flocculant, also possessed 

a hydrophobic backbone for water repulsion and could be hydrolyzed to attain the desired water-

solubility and anionic charge for interaction and flocculation of fine solids. Moreover, the 

polymerization technique used was such that very high molecular weights could be obtained at 

high rates of reaction while maintaining surprisingly low viscosities of the reaction mixture. This 

technique is also water-based, therefore, a more environmentally friendly approach compared to 

solvent-based alternatives. MW could also be varied significantly and high MW that compared to 

industrial flocculants could also be attained. PMA, our proposed flocculant, was synthesized via 

emulsion polymerization to form a hydrophobic PMA latex solution which was then hydrolyzed 

to water-soluble HPMA (Figure 2-18). Thus, just like in HBfPE, we ended up with a hydrophobic 

backbone and ionic active sites for clay and water interactions. 
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Figure 2-18: HPMA homopolymer showing the hydrophilic segments that result from base hydrolysis of the 

hydrophobic backbone of PMA. 

 

2.4) Emulsion Polymerization. 

2.4.1. Introduction - Free Radical Polymerization 

Free radical polymerization is used to make a wide range of polymers. In 2001, it was estimated 

that free radical polymerization accounted for almost 40 billion pounds of polymers produced in 

the United States alone. [81] In more recent estimates, free radical polymerizations processes 

account for about 45 % and 40 % of the global plastic and synthetic rubber production, 

respectively. [82] In essence, free radical polymerization is initiated by the generation of a primary 

free radical that serves as an active center for the successive addition of monomer molecules. The 

monomers usually contain a vinyl group. A common characteristic of chain addition 

polymerizations such as free radical polymerization is reaching high degrees of polymerization at 

very early stages of the reaction (very low conversions). Lovell et al. puts this in perspective using 

an example whereby 1 mole of a monomer with a conversion of approximately 10-17 % is 

considered enough to yield a polymer molecule with 60,000 monomer-unit segments. [83]   

2.4.1.1. Free Radical Polymerization Techniques 

 Free radical polymerizations are usually carried out using four main techniques: bulk, solution, 

suspension, and emulsion polymerization. Bulk polymerization is the simplest to set up and has 

minimal polymer contamination as it involves just the monomer and a monomer-soluble initiator. 

However, as conversion increases, the reaction mixture quickly becomes viscous and mixing and 

heat removal becomes quite difficult leading to a gel effect (Figure 2-19). The only way to 

effectively run bulk polymerization is to operate at low monomer conversions, which is not an 

economically viable option on an industrial scale.  
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Solution polymerization uses solvents that act as diluents and help to lower the viscosity and 

assist in heat transfer/removal. This technique makes mixing and thermal control easier, therefore 

solving the main problems associated with bulk polymerization. Solvents, however, may be 

expensive and require separation steps (evaporation or precipitation) to recover them and purify 

the polymer product, further raising production cost.  

Based on the kinetics of bulk and solution polymerization, diluting the monomer in solution 

polymerization lowers both the polymerization rate and the average polymer molecular weight. 

Organic solvents are also a source of toxic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) which may pollute 

the environment if poorly disposed.  

Suspension polymerization is a better alternative to overcome the challenges posed by bulk 

polymerization. It involves the use of a monomer that is insoluble in water and can be suspended 

in the form of droplets in an aqueous phase by strong agitation and use of stabilizers (dispersants). 

Since a monomer-soluble initiator is used, each droplet is analogous to a bulk polymerization 

microreactor. Therefore, droplet kinetics are also similar to those of bulk polymerization. Constant 

strong agitation is required to maintain the stability of the polymer beads in suspension and it may 

be difficult to control properties of the polymer beads. This technique is also comparatively 

unreliable when used to synthesize polymers that possess a low glass transition temperature (T𝑔) 

such as methyl acrylate because the polymer beads coagulate easily if the temperature of the 

reaction mixture is above the polymer T𝑔. [81], [83] 

Emulsion polymerization, the method of choice to synthesize the polymer flocculants in this 

thesis, solves most of the problems associated with the methods described above. It will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

2.4.1.2. Free Radical Mechanism and Kinetics 

The mechanism of free radical polymerization can be divided into three main steps: initiation, 

propagation and termination (Figure 2-20) The Initiation step generates primary free radicals via 

initiator decomposition. Propagation involves the addition of monomers to the primary radicals 

resulting in a growing polymer chain with an active end group (polymer radical). Termination is 

the final step in which polymer radicals stop growing either by combination or disproportionation. 

For simplicity, we will ignore the effect of chain transfer reactions. 
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The polymerization kinetics for bulk and solution processes are such that, at low conversions, 

the rate of polymerization (Rp) and the kinetic chain length (ʋ) can be predicted with Equation 

(2-10) and (2-11), respectively.  

 𝑅𝑝 = −
𝑑[𝑀]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑝[𝑀] (

𝑓𝑘𝑑[𝐼]

𝑘𝑡
)

0.5

∝  [𝑀][𝐼]0.5 (2-10) 

 

 

 𝜐 =  
𝑘𝑝[𝑀]

2(𝑓𝑘𝑡𝑘𝑑[𝐼])0.5
= (

𝑘𝑝
2

𝑘𝑡
)

[𝑀]

2𝑅𝑝
 ∝  [𝑀][𝐼]−0.5 (2-11) 

 

At higher conversions, however, especially when the initial monomer concentration is high, the 

viscosity of the reaction mixture increases as the concentration of polymer chains increases, 

reducing the mobility of the polymer radicals. Thus, it becomes harder for active end groups to get 

close enough to undergo termination reactions, causing the rate of termination (proportional to 𝑘𝑡) 

to drop. Since Rp and ʋ are inversely proportional to the square root of 𝑘𝑡  – see Equations (2-10) 

and (2-11) – the rapid drop in  𝑘𝑡 , typical at higher conversions, translates as an auto-acceleration 

of the rate of polymerization and an increase in polymer molecular weight, a phenomenon known 

as gel effect or Trommsdorff effect (Figure 2-19). [81], [83], [84] 

 

Figure 2-19: (A) Autoacceleration as a function of monomer (methyl methacrylate) concentration.[81] (B) 

Trommsdorff effect and limiting conversion in FRP kinetics. [84] 

In the industry, Trommsdorff effect usually results in extremely viscous reaction mediums with 

very poor heat dissipation which can easily lead to runaway reactions that ruin equipment, at best, 

or cause fatal explosions, at worst.  Moreover, for batch and solution polymerization, the only way 
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to increase both Rp (shorten batch cycle times) and increase polymer molecular weight, is to 

increase the monomer concentration, as shown in Equation ((2-12) and ((2-13). 

 

COUPLING: 𝑋𝑛 ̅̅ ̅̅ = 2𝜐 ∝ [𝑀][𝐼]−0.5 (2-12) 

 

 

DISPROPORTIONATION: 𝑋𝑛 ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝜐 ∝ [𝑀][𝐼]−0.5 (2-13) 

 

 This variable, however, can only be adjusted within a narrow range, considering the high 

possibility of gel effect at higher conversions (Figure 2-19A). Raising the initiator concentration, 

on the other hand, will increase Rp but at the expense of dropping the polymer molecular weight. 

The reverse is also true: an increase in the polymer molecular weight can only be achieved at the 

expense of a reduction in Rp (Equation (2-10) and (2-11)). Moreover, the homogeneous 

polymerization (solution or bulk) of monomers with an inherently low 
𝒌𝒑

𝟐

𝒌𝒕
, such as isoprene or 

methacrylonitrile, result in very low polymerization rates (Rp) to obtain kinetic chain lengths that 

are as low as ~ 104. In addition, incomplete monomer conversion may result if the propagation rate 

is also influenced by poor mobility of the polymer radicals (Figure 2-19B). [81], [83]–[87] 

 

 

Figure 2-20: The three characteristic steps of free radical polymerization reactions. 
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2.4.2. Emulsion Polymerization 

 Emulsion polymerization is another alternative way to conduct free radical polymerization. It was 

first reported in the industry in 1927 and patented and commercialized in the 1930s.[88] However, 

its first major industrial application did not happen until the Second World War, when it was 

harnessed to produce synthetic rubber (copolymer of 1,3-butadiene and styrene) following Japan’s 

strategic cut-off of natural rubber sources in southeast Asia. This technique has since found a broad 

array of applications, such as: water-based paints and coatings, paper coatings, sealants and 

adhesives, binders for non-woven fabric, plastic pigments, additives for construction materials 

such as Portland cement, mortar and concrete, a variety of core-shell products (some used for high-

impact materials), drug delivery systems and other specialty polymers. [81], [84], [88]–[94] 

Emulsion polymerization, as a general term, encompasses many variations like conventional 

emulsion polymerization, inverse emulsion polymerization, mini-emulsion polymerization, and 

micro-emulsion polymerization. [81], [95]–[103] Conventional emulsion polymerization, also 

referred to as macro-emulsion polymerization, is the technique used in this thesis and will be the 

sole subject of this review section.  

Conventional emulsion polymerization is an oil-in-water (o/w) method with four key 

components: monomer, water, surfactant and initiator. The monomers that can be polymerized 

with this technique have reduced water solubility, ranging from very low (~ 0.03 wt. % for styrene 

at 20 ºC) to relatively high (~ 7 wt. % for acrylonitrile at 20 ºC). Water is the continuous phase in 

which the organic phase is dispersed. The use of water as a dispersing medium makes this a cheaper 

and greener technique vis-à-vis solvent-based technologies. Water is also ideal for heat dissipation 

purposes because of its high specific heat capacity and high enthalpy of vaporization, both 

properties deriving from its dense intermolecular hydrogen bonds network. These properties 

enable water to absorb high heats of polymerization without drastically changing temperature and 

with minimal risk of fire hazards. 

Surfactants are also an important component in emulsion polymerization. They are amphiphilic 

– possessing a polar head and a hydrophobic tail – and readily absorb on interfaces where they 

lower the surface tension and stabilize colloidal dispersions. Surfactant molecules easily dissolve 

in the aqueous phase at low concentrations, but beyond a certain critical concentration (CMC-

critical micelle concentration) they aggregate and form micelles (aggregates with hydrophobic 

inner cores and polar exteriors) (Figure 2-21A). In an emulsion system, the monomer (“oil phase”) 

is partitioned such that some of it is dissolved in the micelles’ hydrophobic pockets while most of 
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the remaining monomer (as high as over 95 %) is dispersed as droplets that are stabilized by 

surfactant molecules. In summary, surfactants help to generate micelles and to stabilize both the 

monomer droplets and the synthesized polymer particles. [84], [104]–[107] 

2.4.2.1. Emulsion Polymerization Nucleation and Mechanisms.  

Emulsion polymerization shares the same three-step (initiation, propagation and termination) 

mechanism that is typical of homogenous free radical polymerization, but they happen in a more 

complex system. In emulsion polymerization, all the mechanistic steps happen in a heterogeneous 

colloidal system, where the reagents are partitioned among the water, the micelles, the polymer 

particles, and the monomer droplets (Figure 2-21A and B). 

Polymer particles are central to any discussion on emulsion polymerization mechanisms and 

their formation is commonly referred to as nucleation. Nucleation studies are essential since 

polymer particles are the principal locus of emulsion polymerization and these particles influence 

subsequent polymer properties and the reaction kinetics. The type of nucleation in an emulsion 

polymerization system is mainly dictated by surfactant concentration and partly by the water-

solubility of the monomer.  

At high surfactant concentration (above the CMC) there are numerous micelles in solution and 

monomers with low water-solubility, such as styrene, mainly undergo micellar (or heterogeneous) 

nucleation, whereas hydrophilic monomers, such as acrylonitrile, undergo both micellar and 

homogenous nucleation simultaneously. Micellar nucleation, as the name suggests, occurs in the 

monomer swollen micelles. In conventional emulsion polymerization, primary free radicals are 

generated in water because the initiators used are water-soluble. Surface-active polymer radical 

species, generated in the aqueous phase, penetrate the micelles where the monomer concentration 

is much higher than in solution (40 fold higher for styrene) and a rapid propagation of the polymer 

chain ensues forming a polymer particle (Figure 2-21C). Growth of the polymer chain continues 

until another polymer radical species enters the surfactant-stabilized particle and terminates the 

chain. The first qualitative emulsion polymerization mechanism was proposed by Harkins and was 

solely centered on micellar nucleation. Harkins had reviewed most of the wartime research on 

production of synthetic rubber in the United States. So, his inclination towards micellar nucleation 

was influenced by the hydrophobic monomers used during his time like styrene and butadiene 

(constituents of synthetic rubber). 
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On the other hand, at low surfactant concentrations (below the CMC), micelles are absent and 

all emulsion polymerization monomers undergo homogeneous nucleation. Surfactant-free 

emulsion polymerization of water-insoluble monomers, such as styrene, is also characterized by 

homogeneous nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation, unlike micellar nucleation, happens in the 

aqueous phase where the polymer chain propagates until it becomes insoluble, collapses onto itself 

and precipitates out of the water phase. A collapsed chain (or a series of collapsed chains) forms a 

latex particle analogous to a micellar particle that is stabilized by surfactant molecules and in which 

propagation of polymer continues (Figure 2-21D).  

 

Figure 2-21: (A) An illustration of a micelle aggregate (50-150 surfactant molecules) in equilibrium with other 

surfactant molecules in solution. (B) A monomer droplet. (C) Micellar nucleation. (D) Homogenous nucleation. [106] 

Nucleation inside monomer droplets (droplet nucleation) is infinitesimally small (< 0.1%). 

Micelles, though smaller in size, by far outnumber droplets and so their cumulative surface area is 

more than two orders of magnitude higher; thus, they have a much higher probability of capturing 

polymer radicals. Droplet nucleation is only prominent in mini- and micro-emulsion 

polymerization where monomer droplets are comparatively small and numerous enough to avail 

an effective surface area for polymer radical capture. 
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Coagulative nucleation is yet another nucleation mechanism: it occurs when small unstable 

latex particles (precursor particles) from any of the above mechanisms grow via coagulation as 

opposed to polymerization. Above the CMC, however, when the surfactant concentration is 

enough to stabilize even the precursor particles, the contribution of this type of nucleation is 

substantially reduced. 

In conclusion, in practice most emulsion polymerization reactions involve a combination of 

some or all of these nucleation mechanisms occurring simultaneously, albeit in varying degrees. 

The predominance of one type of nucleation mechanism over the other(s) is determined by the 

type of monomer, the surfactant concentration, and other polymerization conditions. It is 

practically impossible to have a blanket mechanism that covers all events for all emulsion systems 

and equally difficult to incorporate all the relevant mechanistic aspects in a mathematical model. 

Emulsion nucleation mechanisms remain an active subject of research. [81], [84], [87], [105], 

[106], [108]–[114] 
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2.4.2.2. Emulsion Polymerization Intervals 

Harkins’ postulation of emulsion polymerization mechanism has since been modified to 

accommodate more systems. It is often conceptually divided into three main stages (or intervals): 

a particle formation (nucleation) stage and two particle growth stages (Figure 2-22).  

 

Figure 2-22: Schematic illustration of the conceptual intervals that are characteristic of Harkin’s mechanism. [115] 

The first stage (nucleation stage) is the shortest of the three and it happens at low monomer 

conversion (Figure 2-22). This stage is characterized by generation of polymer particles and a 

corresponding rise in polymerization rate. At this stage, most of the micelles present in the reaction 

mixture do not form particles but instead disintegrate to provide surfactant molecules that are 

needed to stabilize the polymer particles that are being generated. In micellar nucleation, for 

example, only 1 in about 1000 (0.1 %) of the initial micelles participates in particle formation, 
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with the rest disintegrating so as to provide colloidal stability. The disappearance of all the micelles 

marks the transition to the second interval. 

 In the second interval, the number of polymer particles should ideally remain constant as 

growth of the already existing particles takes precedence. However, even in the absence of 

micelles, homogeneous nucleation can still proceed as long as the surfactant concentration is 

greater than 0.05 mM. Monomer that is consumed by the growing polymer chains, as the particles 

grow, is rapidly replenished by monomer that diffuses from the aqueous solution which, in turn, 

is compensated by dissolution of monomer from the droplets. Monomer droplets act as monomer 

reservoirs that help keep the polymer particles saturated with monomer and, in this way, facilitate 

the propagation of polymer chains. At this stage, the rate of polymerization is relatively constant 

since the number of polymer particles and the particle’s monomer concentration are both fairly 

constant. 

Consumption of all monomer droplets marks the end of the second stage and the beginning of 

the third and last stage. In the last interval, in the absence of monomer droplets, both the 

concentration of monomer in the particles and the reaction rate gradually drop as polymerization 

proceeds. Usually, 100% monomer conversion is achievable by the end of this stage.[81], [83], 

[105], [106], [112], [115] 
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2.4.2.3. Emulsion Polymerization Kinetics 

In a typical emulsion polymerization recipe, the initiator can generate 1016-1018 radicals per second 

per unit volume of the aqueous continuous phase. The distinctiveness of emulsion polymerization 

primarily lies in its ability to compartmentalize this flux of radical species in discrete polymer 

particles. This segregation of free radicals comes with several advantages. The viscosity of the 

reaction medium, for instance, no longer depends on polymer molecular weight since almost all 

polymer chains are encapsulated in the latex particles. A particle can hold as many as 10,000 

chains. As a consequence, the viscosity of the reaction mixture is usually close to that of the 

dispersing medium, water in this case. This low viscosity makes it possible to synthesize latexes 

with high weight fractions of polymer, lower the mixing energy, and accelerate the rate of heat 

removal during polymerization. The compartmentalization of free radicals also changes the 

reaction kinetics significantly, and for the better. The isolation of the loci of polymerization means 

that radicals within different particles cannot terminate. As a result, the rate of reaction (Rp) is 

usually higher than that of bulk, solution, or suspension systems operating under the same 

temperature. This technique is also favorable to scale up since it can generate high-yield batches 

in shorter times. In addition, the polymers produced via emulsion polymerization usually have 

higher average molecular weights than those made via other techniques at similar initiator 

concentrations. More importantly, unlike homogenous polymerizations, both the Rp and the molar 

masses can be increased simultaneously. [83], [84], [89], [90], [105], [107], [116] 

Smith and Ewart were the first to quantitatively describe Harkins’ qualitative mechanism. They 

showed how the kinetics of emulsion polymerization depended on initiator and surfactant 

concentrations. According to their theory, the rate of polymerization (Rp) in an emulsion system 

depends on the number density of polymer particles (Np) which, in turn, is linearly dependent on 

the surfactant and initiator concentrations (see Equation (2-14) and Equation (2-15)). 

 
 𝑁 = 𝑘 (

𝑅𝑖

𝜇
)

2

5 (𝑎𝑠[𝑆])
3

5  ∝  [𝐼]0.4[𝑆]0.6 
(2-14) 

 

 

 𝑅𝑝 =
−𝑑[𝑀]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑝[𝑀𝑝]�̅�

𝑁

𝑁𝐴
 ∝  [𝑆]0.6[𝐼]0.4 

(2-15) 
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In emulsion polymerization, the number average degree of polymerization and the kinetic chain 

length are equal and they depend on the number of polymer particles - Equations (2-16) and (2-17). 

 
𝑋𝑛 ̅̅ ̅̅ =

𝑁𝑘𝑝[𝑀𝑝]

𝑅𝑖
 ∝  [𝑆]0.6[𝐼]−0.6 

(2-16) 

 ʋ = 𝑋𝑛 ̅̅ ̅̅ ∝  [𝑆]0.6[𝐼]−0.6 (2-17) 

As expressed in the equations discussed above, it is possible to simultaneously increase Np, Rp, 

and the polymer molecular weight by increasing the surfactant concentration. 

The rate of polymerization is also influenced by the average number of radicals per particle (�̅�). 

The value of �̅� is dictated by the type of monomer used and the reaction conditions. Smith and 

Ewart, just like Harkins, based their work on a styrene-based system (low water-solubility 

monomer) which, under a wide range of reaction conditions, usually gives values of  �̅�  that are 

equal to 0.5. This means that, at any moment, on average, half the number of polymer particles 

contain a polymer radical. Systems for which �̅�  = 0.5 are called Case 2 systems. These systems 

are characterized by monomers with low water-solubility, negligible radical desorption, and 

small-sized particles that can only hold one polymer radical at a time and instantly undergo 

bimolecular termination when a second radical enters the polymer particle. Case 2 systems are also 

called zero-one systems since at any given moment their particles have either zero or one 

radical.[81], [90], [117] Smith-Ewart’s classical kinetic theory can only reliably predict the rate of 

polymerization for Case 2 systems and usually works at relatively low monomer conversions 

(Interval II), nonetheless, this theory is foundational to modern day understanding of emulsion 

polymerization kinetics.  

Systems that deviate from Case 2 kinetics are referred to as Case 1 (�̅�  < 0.5) or Case 3 (�̅�  > 

0.5) systems. Case 1 systems have, on average, fewer polymer radicals per particle mostly due to 

a high rate of radical desorption. Typical case 1 monomers include methyl acrylate and vinyl 

acetate. They are characterized by relatively high water-solubility and also tend to possess a high 

monomer chain-transfer constant. Radical exit/desorption is one of several kinetic events that 

characterize emulsion polymerizations (Figure 2-23). The mechanism for this interfacial process 

is chain transfer to monomer forming small monomer radicals which can easily diffuse into the 

water phase.[107], [109] 
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Case 3 systems are characterized by large-sized particles and low termination rates, thus, have 

two or more radicals in some of the particles ultimately averaging to �̅�>0.5. Butyl acrylate and 

methyl methacrylate are monomers that exhibit case 3 behavior under certain conditions. It is also 

not uncommon for Case 2 systems to transition to Case 3 at high monomer conversions (Interval 

III), when termination becomes diffusion-controlled and the particle size is relatively large. Case 

3 systems, particularly, show a significant increase in rate of polymerization (Rp) even when the 

number of particles (N) is constant.[81], [83], [105], [109], [118] 

According to kinetic studies by Banerjee et al., batch emulsion polymerization of methyl 

acrylate deviated from classical Case 2 kinetics. The steady-state polymerization rate depended 

less on surfactant concentration, as is reflected by the drop in the value of the exponent from the 

classical ~0.6 to ~0.3 – See Equations (2-18), (2-19) and (2-20). Moreover, based on this study, 

the monomer-water ratio had a significant influence on methyl acrylate kinetics. At a monomer-

water ratio that was above the monomer’s solubility (> 0.58 mol/L, at 50 ºC), the polymerization 

rate was independent of monomer concentration and depended mostly on initiator concentration 

as described by Equation (2-18).  

 

 𝑅 𝛼 [𝑀]0[𝐼]0.46±0.04[𝑆]0.30±0.03 (2-18) 

 

Conversely, in a highly diluted emulsion system (below the monomer’s solubility < 0.58 mol/L, 

at 50 ºC) (Equation (2-19)) and in the absence of surfactants (where particle formation was 

exclusively via homogeneous nucleation) (Equation (2-20)) the steady-rate of polymerization 

depended mostly on monomer concentration. [119] 

 

 𝑅′ 𝛼 [𝑀]1[𝐼]0.42±0.04[𝑆]0.25±0.05 (2-19) 

   

 𝑅′′ 𝛼 [𝑀]1[𝐼]0.40±0.04 (2-20) 
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Figure 2-23: A schematic showing a multitude of kinetic events that characterize emulsion polymerization. [107] 
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2.4.2.4. Emulsion Polymerization of Alkyl Acrylates 

Alkyl acrylates, also known as acrylate esters, can only be effectively polymerized via emulsion 

free radical polymerization. These acrylates are characterized by high rates and heats of 

polymerization. Methyl acrylate (MA) polymerization, for example, is highly exothermic with a 

heat of polymerization of -77 kJ/mol, which is higher than that of methyl methacrylate (MMA) (-

58 kJ/mol). The polymerization rate constants of alkyl acrylates also exceed those of 

corresponding methacrylates. For instance, the 𝑘𝑝 of MA is an order of magnitude higher than that 

of MMA. These differences can be explained by the lower steric hindrance in alkyl acrylates, as 

opposed to alkyl methacrylates, which makes it easier for their monomer molecules to quickly add 

to the polymer radical.  

 Bulk polymerization of methyl acrylate is impractical – it sets off an autoacceleration almost 

instantly, forming an immobile crosslinked network at very low conversions.  

Solution polymerization, on the other hand, is characterized by high viscosity of the 

polymerizing medium that is dependent on the MW. High viscosity of the reaction mixture is 

mostly attributed to branching and crosslinking during polymerization due to abstractions of 

tertiary hydrogens in favor of more stable tertiary radicals. Thus, solution polymerization presents 

serious viscosity problems particularly when dealing with high MW polymers, not to mention the 

additional cost of solvents, their retrieval and the risk of chain transfer among other solvent-related 

problems that were previously mentioned. The downsides of these homogenous techniques (bulk 

and solution polymerization) far outweigh any potential benefits, making them unsuitable for 

commercial production of poly (alkyl acrylates).  

The next alternative, suspension polymerization, when used on alkyl acrylates, would yield 

tacky and soft polymer beads that tend to easily agglomerate due to the low Tg values of poly (alkyl 

acrylates) (Table 2-4). Suspension polymerization also avails fewer variables to control relevant 

polymer properties.  

In contrast, emulsion polymerization offers better thermal, viscosity, and latex stability. It also 

has the added advantages of better property control, use of water as solvent, and possibility of 

achieving higher polymerization rates and polymer molecular weights simultaneously. Emulsion 

polymerization overcomes the challenges posed by all other free radical polymerization techniques 

and is, thus, most apt for synthesis of alkyl acrylates and for commercial scale up. Hence the choice 

of this technique for the synthesis of PMA in this thesis. [81], [120]–[127] 
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Table 2-4: A table showing Tg values for a range of poly (alkyl acrylates). [128] 

 
 
 

Poly-(Alkyl Acrylates) Tg  ( ºC ) 

Poly (Methyl Acrylate) – PMA +10 

Poly (Ethyl Acrylate) – PEA -23 

Poly (n - Propyl Acrylate) – P-n-PA -42 

Poly (i - Propyl Acrylate) – P-i-PA -2 

Poly (n - Butyl Acrylate) – P-n-BA -53 

Poly (i - Butyl Acrylate) – P-i-BA -33 

Poly (tert - Butyl Acrylate) – P-t-BA +38 

Poly (Octadecyl Acrylate) – POA +41 
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3.1) Experimental Design 

A central composite design was used to study the effect of varying key properties of PMA on its 

performance as a flocculant in MFT treatment. This statistical design of experiments helps analyze 

the effects of chosen predictor variables on particular response variables using fewer experiments, 

as opposed to a “one variable at a time” approach.[129], [130] The predictor variables used in this 

investigation were initial initiator concentration and the DOH. These variables are independent of 

each other, as is required in a central composite design. The initiator concentration was used to 

regulate the polymer molecular weight based on the inverse relationships shown in Equations 

(2-16) and (2-17). The other predictor, DOH, dictated the charge density (number of negative 

carboxylate flocculation sites) on the polymer chains, chain conformation and the water-solubility 

of the chains (their hydrophilicity).  

3.2) Polymer Synthesis and Hydrolysis 

3.2.1. Materials 

Methyl acrylate (MA) (99 %, with ≤ 100 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone), potassium 

persulfate (KPS) (≥ 99.0 %), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (≥ 98.5 %) and sodium hydroxide 

(anhydrous ≥ 97 %) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Deionized water was 

used as the dispersing medium. The quality of water used for polymer synthesis is important since 

the presence of mineral ions can influence colloidal stability in emulsion latex solutions.[81] 

3.2.2. Determination of the Critical Micelle Concentration. 

The CMC of SDS is estimated to be within 7-10 mM at 20-25 ºC by Sigma Aldrich. We started 

our experimental work with an empirical verification of the CMC and a series of preliminary 

estimations to determine the convenient surfactant concentration for our recipe. As was briefly 

mentioned in the literature review, the CMC is the surfactant concentration beyond which surplus 

surfactant molecules will aggregate to form micelles. At concentrations below the CMC, surfactant 

molecules dissolve in water and accumulate at the water-air interface where they gradually lower 

the surface tension. At the CMC, however, the surfactant saturates the air-water interface and 

further increase in their concentration has negligible effect on surface tension. Thus, by tracking 

how surface tension changes with surfactant concentration, one can determine the CMC. 
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 A K-100 tensiometer (Figure 3-1), an equipment that measures the change in surface tension 

using the Wilhelmy plate method, was used for empirical determination of the CMC at 23 ºC. The 

SDS concentration beyond which there was no further drop in surface tension (~ 8.2 mM) was 

used as the CMC estimate (Figure 3-2). This value also falls within the range prescribed by Sigma 

Aldrich. Based on preliminary polymerization tests, we evaluated colloidal stability at varying 

surfactant concentrations and found out 45 mM SDS (approximately 5.5 times the value estimated 

for the CMC) was the optimum SDS concentration for our recipe. 

 

Figure 3-1: A K-100 tensiometer that was used for surface tension measurements when determining the CMC. 
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Figure 3-2: A plot showing the relationship between surface tension and surfactant concentration. Remnant coagula 

(coagulums) in the conical flasks served as indicators of colloidal stability at different surfactant concentrations. 

3.2.3. Synthesis of PMA 

PMA synthesis was run based on the feed composition shown in Table 3-1. Deionized water made 

the balance in all batches and constituted approximately 64 wt. % of the reaction mixture. The 

monomer-water ratio of these feed compositions was 6.3 mol/L, which is greater than the solubility 

of methyl acrylate in water (0.58 mol/L). Presumably, this system would follow the kinetics 

described by Equation (2-18).  

Generally, anionic surfactants like SDS are used within a range of 0.2 wt %   to  3 wt % of the 

amount of water.[81] Our recipe, however, maintained a surfactant concentration that translated to 

about 1.3 wt. % on the amount of water - approximately 5.5 times above CMC (See Figure 3-2). 

The decision to keep the surfactant to water ratio relatively low (with regard to the permissible 

range) was based on preliminary HPMA flocculation tests in which the supernatant became turbid. 

We hypothesized (then) that surfactant molecules could be dispersing the fine solids in MFT and 

causing the undesired supernatant turbidity. Thus, we decided to keep the surfactant concentration 

as low as possible, provided that it was still possible to offer the required colloidal stability during 

emulsion polymerization.  

Polymerizations were run in 250 ml three-necked round-bottomed flasks fitted with a water 

condenser. The reaction formulation components were purged with nitrogen for 15 minutes to 

deoxygenate them prior to heating. The reactor was placed in an oil bath and the oil temperature 
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was set to 65-67 ºC, which is well above the Kraft Point (minimum temperature to form micelles) 

for SDS. The polymerization time was 4 hours for each batch and the stirring rate was set at 200 

rpm (using a magnetic stir bar). 

Table 3-1: Feed composition for PMA synthesis based on the CCD. 

Log [I] -3.93 -3.60 -2.80 -2.00 -1.67 

Initiator Concentration, M 1.17 x10-4 2.51x10-4 1.58 x10-3 1.00 x10-2 2.14 x10-2 

Surfactant Concentration 2.91x10-2 M   (0.84 wt. %) 

Monomer Concentration 4 M   (35 wt. %) 

Emulsion polymerization, using SDS, played a critical role to the success of our synthesis. 

Results from surfactant-free polymerization attempts were all poor: in the absence of surfactant, 

monomer feeds of 10 wt. % and 15 wt. % lost approximately half of the polymer yield to 

coagulation and the remaining latex had only about 5% solids content (Figure 3-3a and b). In 

surfactant-free polymerization, lowering the monomer/water ratio was the main variable that 

improved colloidal stability, which, I suppose, worked by minimizing the rate of collisions and 

subsequent coagulation of the latex particles. This monomer-reduction approach, however, 

resulted in low polymer yield per batch and required multiple batches to attain the same yield as a 

single conventional emulsion polymerization. 

In contrast, polymerization in the presence of 0.84 wt. % SDS allowed us to not only elevate 

the monomer feed to 35 wt. %, but to also obtain latex solids contents that were as high as 30 wt. 

% (APPENDIX C) with minimal coagulation (Figure 3-3c). In other words, using SDS not only 

significantly improved colloidal stability, but it also allowed access to higher weight fractions of 

polymer per batch. 

 
Figure 3-3: Remnant coagula from: (a) surfactant-free emulsion polymerization with a 10 wt. % monomer feed; (b) 

surfactant-free emulsion polymerization with a 15 wt. % monomer feed; and (c) conventional emulsion polymerization 

with a 35 wt. % monomer feed. 
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3.2.4. Hydrolysis of PMA 

Hydrolysis of PMA to convert it into water-soluble HPMA was carried out using a caustic solution 

in the presence of heat. Figure 3-4 shows a proposed reaction mechanism, which borrows from 

well-studied saponification (base hydrolysis of esters) reactions. Unlike acid hydrolysis, base 

hydrolysis yields carboxylate ions that make PMA soluble in water and also act as binding sites 

during flocculation. The proposed mechanism is also uniquely characterized by a rapid 

deprotonation step that is highly favorable as it helps drive the equilibrium of the preceding steps 

towards formation of HPMA.[131], [132] 

 

Figure 3-4: A proposed PMA base hydrolysis mechanism showing four mechanistic steps: 1 - nucleophilic addition 

of the hydroxyl ion; 2 - formation of an intermediate species; 3 - Loss of the leaving group; and 4 - deprotonation to 

form HPMA and gaseous methanol. 

PMA was filtered through a Whatman Grade 50 filter paper (capable of retaining particles with 

diameters higher than 2.7 µm) to remove any traces of coagulum from the latex before proceeding 

with the hydrolysis. Moreover, to determine the average solids content for each batch, 3 ml 

triplicate samples of the homogenous filtered PMA were dried using an OHAUS MB27 moisture 

analyzer until the mass of the dried samples was constant (Appendix C). PMA was hydrolyzed in 

its latex emulsion state so as to maintain its colloidal stability. Hydrolysis was run in a 1 L glass 

beaker using an oil bath set at 80 ºC for 12 hours. As hydrolysis progressed, there was significant 

change in solution viscosity which necessitated occasional dilution with DI water and continuous 

mixing using both a magnetic stirrer and an overhead mixer with an anchor impeller. Caustic 

solution was added using a syringe pump and the amount added was based on theoretical 

stoichiometric calculations that factored in the initial monomer feed and the gravimetric polymer 

yield. Empirical values of degrees of hydrolysis did not exactly match with theoretical calculations. 

The deviation was especially pronounced at higher degrees of hydrolysis and higher MWs. These 

deviations may be explained by previous studies on base hydrolysis of PMA that have suggested 

that electrical effects of neighboring carboxylate groups may retard the reaction of the 

unhydrolyzed ester groups.[133]–[135] Studies on alkaline hydrolysis of PAM also show a 

progressive decrease in reaction rates as hydrolysis progresses due to increased electrostatic 
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repulsion of hydroxyl ions by both the neighboring carboxylate units and other remote carboxylate 

groups on proximate polymer chains.[136]–[138] From a mechanistic point of view, this 

progressive electrostatic shielding (Figure 3-5) could be preventing the nucleophilic addition of 

the hydroxyl ion  (Figure 3-4– step 1) making it practically impossible to reach complete 

hydrolysis.  

 

Figure 3-5: A schematic representation of electrostatic repulsion of the hydroxyl ion by neighboring carboxylate 

groups, which retards base hydrolysis of ester groups, especially at high degrees of hydrolysis. 
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3.3) Characterization Techniques. 

3.3.1. DOH: Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H-NMR) 

We used 1H-NMR to determine the DOH by tracking the loss of hydrogen atoms attached to the 

methyl ester group due to hydrolysis. i-NMR software was used to overlap and compare 1H-NMR 

data from different samples (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). DOH was determined based on the 

integration of the peak areas from processed NMR data. Peak Integration values show the amount 

of hydrogen atoms within the analyzed sample and the chemical shift of these peaks is dictated by 

the nature of the particular functional groups, such as –CH, -CH2 and –OCH3. NMR data from 

unhydrolyzed PMA was considered to be 0 % HPMA (or 100 % PMA) and was used as a reference 

point against which the other calculations were made. For example, the ratio of integration peaks 

for the unhydrolyzed reference PMA that is shown on Figure 3-8 was calculated as follows, 

 
 𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠(𝑂𝐶𝐻3) 

𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 (−𝐶𝐻, −𝐶𝐻2 )
=

53.72

46.29
=

1.16

1
  (3-1) 

In comparison, the ratio of integration peaks for its highly hydrolyzed variation that is shown 

in Figure 3-9 was calculated as described below, 

 
 𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠(𝑂𝐶𝐻3) 

𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 (−𝐶𝐻, −𝐶𝐻2 )
=

0.11

1
   (3-2) 

The remnant methyl groups in the HPMA sample above and the corresponding DOH were 

calculated as shown in Equation (3-3) and Equation (3-4), respectively. 

 % 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 =
0.11

1.16
𝑋100 = 9.5 % (3-3) 

 % 𝐶𝑂𝑂− =
1.16 − 0.11

1.16
𝑋100 = 90.5 % (3-4) 
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Figure 3-6: 1H-NMR analysis of HPMA and the corresponding change in water-solubility for relatively low MW 

samples (2.14.10-2 M KPS). 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: 1H-NMR analysis of HPMA and the corresponding change in solubility for relatively high MW samples 

(1.17.10-4 M KPS). 
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Figure 3-8: 1H-NMR of unhydrolyzed PMA (0 % HPMA). 

 

Figure 3-9: 1H-NMR of highly hydrolyzed PMA (~90 % HPMA). 
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3.3.2. DOH: Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

FTIR is yet another technique that can be used to characterize both PMA and HPMA. This 

analytical technique works by identifying functional groups on the sample based on their unique 

infrared spectrum absorption across a wide wavelength range. The equipment used for our 

characterization was an Agilent Technologies Cary 600 Series FTIR Spectrometer with the scans 

set at 16 runs and using ATR (attenuated total reflection). All sample solutions were initially 

completely dried using a freeze dryer before FTIR analysis. Samples at different degrees of 

hydrolysis showed substantial changes in the FTIR spectrums corresponding to changes in 

functional groups due to hydrolysis. For instance, there was considerable change in the spectrum 

corresponding to the stretching vibrations of the carbonyl groups in esters (~1735 cm-1) and 

carboxylates (~1579 cm-1 for asymmetric vibration and ~1406 cm-1 for asymmetric 

vibration).[139], [140] Spectrum signals from ester groups represented the methyl groups in PMA, 

whereas the carboxylate groups’ signals were due to the hydrolyzed segments in HPMA. As can 

be seen from Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11, as hydrolysis progressed the signal from methyl group 

gradually disappeared while the carboxylate signal became stronger. 

 

Figure 3-10:Tracking the extent of hydrolysis by following the change in the FTIR spectrums corresponding to ester 

and carboxylate functional groups: (A) unhydrolyzed PMA (milky latex) (B) lowly hydrolyzed PMA (insoluble milky 

HPMA) (C) moderately hydrolyzed PMA (partly water-soluble translucent HPMA solution) and (D) highly hydrolyzed 

PMA (clear water-soluble HPMA solution) 
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Figure 3-11: Comparison between the FTIR spectrums of 0 % HPMA (Unhydrolyzed PMA) and ~90 % HPMA. 

 

3.3.3. Particle Size Analysis: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). 

DLS, also known as quasi elastic light scattering (QELS) or photon correlation spectroscopy 

(PCS), was used to characterize the size of PMA latex particles. In emulsion polymerization, 

particle size analysis is usually used to determine the quality of latex polymer products and to 

calculate particle concentration (N) in kinetic studies. DLS was used after several failed attempts 

at using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) and a transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) for size analysis.  

PMA possesses a 𝑇𝑔 that is below standard room temperature, which makes it difficult to 

prepare dry samples for imaging at room temperature. Moreover, PMA samples are easily 

damaged by the electron beams used in FE-SEM and TEM. Ideally, imaging a PMA sample would 

require a cryo-SEM. Unlike the aforesaid imaging techniques, DLS, which is non-invasive and 

generally much easier to run, allowed us to directly characterize polymer particles in their 

dispersed latex form. This technique works by determining particle diffusion using scattered laser 

light from the Brownian motion of latex particles and converts this information to size and size 

distribution using the Stoke-Einstein equation. DLS results are primarily obtained in the form of 

intensity-weighted distributions and mean particle diameters (Z-average or Zave). The Zave values 

are synonymous with the particles’ hydrodynamic diameter. By definition, the hydrodynamic 
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diameter is the diameter of a hard sphere possessing the same diffusion rate (or possessing an 

equivalent translational diffusion coefficient) as the particle being measured.[141]  

A Zetasizer Nano ZSP equipment was used for DLS particle size analysis (Figure 3-12A). All 

test samples were first filtered through a 0.22 µm syringe filter to remove any traces of coagulum 

and dust particles. The samples were then diluted to form a near translucent suspension (about 2-

3 drops in 20 ml DI water). The unimodal particle size intensity distributions that were obtained 

were all relatively narrow (Appendix A and Figure 3-12B) which, I suppose, is an indicator of 

desirable colloidal stability and, by extension, a confirmation that the surfactant concentration was 

sufficient. I also observed that low initiator concentrations (~10-4 M) yielded comparatively larger 

particle sizes than higher concentrations (~10-2 M) (Table 3-2). To better explain the trend in 

particle size we would need to replace the current ab-initio system with a seeded system and to 

also have a deeper understanding of the nucleation mechanism(s) and the reaction kinetics of this 

system. 

Table 3-2: A summary of particle size analysis results from DLS.* 

Initiator Concentration, M 1.17 x10-4 2.51x10-4 1.58 x10-3 1.00 x10-2 2.14 x10-2 

ZAVE, nm 121.5 113.8 106.8 101.0 100.3 

*Values in this table are averages of triplicate results shown in Appendix A 

 

Figure 3-12: (A) Zetasizer Nano ZSP. [142] (B) An intensity distribution of PMA particles at 1.17 x10-4 M KPS.  
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3.3.4. Polymer Molecular Weight and Viscosity: FFF and Rheometry 

High molecular weight polymers usually exceed the upper limit measurements of the commonly 

used gel permeation chromatography (GPC) columns. Therefore, to overcome this equipment 

limitation we used a field flow fractionation (FFF) column which is more reliable for high 

molecular weight measurements. Since PMA is insoluble in water and in common organic solvents 

such as THF, it was first hydrolyzed to water-soluble HPMAs. Tests were run at the two extremes 

of initiator concentrations where we expected the highest and lowest molecular weight values 

based on the inverse relationship discussed in Equations (2-16) and (2-17). For comparison, we also 

measured the molecular weight of our reference industrial PAM. As expected, the lowest initiator 

concentration yielded polymers with molecular weights higher than those made with the highest 

initiator concentration. 

Hydrolysis of hydrophobic PMA to water-soluble HPMA caused a drastic change in solution 

viscosity. The transition from a milky low-viscosity latex suspension to a highly viscous and clear 

HPMA solution corresponded with a massive swelling of the polymer solution. Viscosity of 

polymer solutions has been, for a long time, a subject of research interest in oil recovery. Therefore, 

we used literature from this field to explain our observations. Primary oil recovery and 

conventional waterflooding can leave about 67 % of the original oil in place (OOIP) still trapped 

in reservoirs. Viscous polymer-water solutions increase the sweeping efficiency, which in turn 

significantly raises the efficiency of oil recovery. Studies on the most commonly used polymer in 

enhanced oil recovery, PAM, have shown that water solutions of hydrolyzed PAM (HPAM) tend 

to have higher viscosities than those of corresponding unhydrolyzed PAM. As a result, very low 

concentrations of HPAM can still yield high viscosities – an economic and desirable aspect that is 

harnessed in oil recovery. High viscosity in HPAM solutions is attributed to electrical repulsions 

of negative carboxylate groups that result in chain extensions and an increase in their 

hydrodynamic volume.[143]–[146] Viscosity changes in HPMA solutions can similarly be 

interpreted within this framework. That is, the swelling of highly hydrolyzed PMA solutions is a 

consequence of inter- and intramolecular electrical repulsions of negative carboxylate groups 

leading to extension and dispersion of HPMA chains that were initially encapsulated in PMA latex 

particles.  

A programmable Brookfield DV-III Rheometer was used to empirically quantify this change in 

viscosity. As expected, lowly hydrolyzed HPMA solutions hardly showed any change in viscosity, 

supposedly due to lack of sufficient negative carboxylate ions to facilitate the extension of the 
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polymer chains, leaving most of them still ‘packed’ in latex particles. Conversely, highly 

hydrolyzed PMA samples (water-soluble HPMAs) had viscosities that were much higher even at 

extremely low concentrations (0.1 wt. %). Viscosity measurements can also serve as a qualitative 

way to evaluate the molecular weight of equally hydrolyzed samples. In general, solutions of high 

molecular weight polymers are highly viscous. 

Table 3-3: MW measurements using an FFF. 

Sample Mw  (g/mol) PDI 

Reference PAM 17,540,000 3.40 

HPMA (1.17 x10-4M KPS); DOH ≅ 70 % 18,110,000 3.67 

HPMA (1.17 x10-4M KPS); DOH ≅ 90 % 16,980,000 3.95 

HPMA (2.14 x10-2M KPS); DOH ≅ 90 % 3,432,000 4.82 

HPMA (2.14 x10-2 KPS); DOH ≅ 70 % 3,970,000 4.60 

 

 

Table 3-4: Viscosity measurements using a Brookfield DV-III rheometer. 

Temp=24.3ºC ; Mixing Rate =200 rpm ; Shear Rate =186 s-1 

Sample 

Concentration, 

wt. % 

Viscosity, 

cP ≡ mPa.s 

PMA (1.17 x10-4 M KPS); Unhydrolyzed Undiluted ~2 

Reference PAM 0.1 22.3 

HPMA (1.17 x10-4M KPS); DOH ≅ 70 % 0.1 22.5 

HPMA (1.17 x10-4M KPS); DOH ≅ 90 % 0.1 17.2 

HPMA (2.14 x10-2M KPS); DOH ≅ 70 % 0.1 12.6 

HPMA (2.14 x10-2M KPS); DOH ≅ 90 % 0.1 10.3 
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4) Flocculation Studies 
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4.1) MFT Characterization 

MFT was obtained from Suncor and was characterized as summarized in Table 4-1. Additional 

characterization included a dean stark analysis to verify the MFT composition (Table 4-2 and 

Figure 4-1) and an ions analysis using atomic adsorption spectroscopy (AAS) (Table 4-3). The 

instrument used for AAS was a VARIAN 220 FS atomic absorption spectrophotometer. MFT 

composition (mineral solids and bitumen content) results obtained from dean stark analysis were 

congruent with the characterization results from Suncor. As expected, ions analysis results showed 

predominantly high sodium ions in both the MFT and process water which is mainly due to the 

use of caustic additives in surface mining. The process water analyzed herein was also successfully 

used to hydrolyze PMA in a trial test. The use of recycled water in the production of HPMA 

flocculant is a potential benefit that might be harnessed in the future after resolving problems 

associated with supernatant turbidity. 

 
Figure 4-1: A Dean-Stark apparatus. [33] 
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Table 4-1: MFT properties as characterized by Suncor. 
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ES-2575 33.32% 1.2% 82.3% 0.419 0.013 1253 8.0 2667 

 

Table 4-2: Results from Dean-Stark analysis  

Bitumen (wt. %) Water (wt. %) Solids (wt. %) 

1.10 65.10 33.80 

 

 

 

Table 4-3: Results from atomic adsorption spectroscopy 

MFT Water Ions Analysis (ppm) 

Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ 

938.0 16.1 24.4 10.6 

Process Water Ions Analysis (ppm)  

Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ 

905.0 12.0 16.7 10.5 
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4.2) Statistical Models and Flocculation Tests. 

The responses (output variables) in our CCD were typical key flocculation parameters: capillary 

suction time (CST), supernatant turbidity, and initial settling rate (ISR). A multivariable linear 

regression analysis was used to model these responses and obtain statistical models showing the 

effects of the input variables (predictors) on our flocculation parameters (responses variables),  

 𝑌𝑖 = 𝑏𝑜 + ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑋𝑖 +

𝑛

1

 ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑖
2 +

𝑛

1

∑ ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑋𝑗

𝑛

𝑖+1

𝑛−1

1

 (4-1) 

 

For flocculation, 100 g MFT (diluted using DI water to 10 wt. % based on solids content) was 

transferred to 250 ml glass beaker (diameter of 7 cm). The diluted MFT sample was mixed at 400 

rpm for 2 minutes using an overhead electric mixer with a three-star axial impeller (diameter of 5 

cm) so as to obtain a homogeneous slurry. A coagulant solution of Ca2+ from CaCl2 was added 

(2000 ppm Ca2+ based on solids) and the slurry was mixed again for 1 minute at 400 rpm. HPMA 

flocculant was then added and mixed at 200 rpm until the polymer was evenly dispersed and visible 

flocs emerged. The mixing rate was lowered to 200 rpm on adding HPMA because the flocs 

formed were shear sensitive and relatively easy to break at high shear. The shear sensitivity, we 

suppose, is due to the elastomeric nature of PMA as characterized by its low Tg. The values of the 

output variables that were used in the CCD were those obtained at approximated optimal polymer 

dosages (polymer dosages corresponding to the lowest CST value) as shown in Appendix D. 

4.2.1. Capillary Suction Time 

CST is a flocculation parameter that is usually used to quantify the dewatering ability of treated 

MFT. The equipment used to measure CST was a Type 319 Multi-CST Triton apparatus fitted 

with Triton filter papers (7 cm × 9 cm) (Figure 4-2). This equipment records the time taken for 

water released from polymer-treated MFT slurries to pass through two electrode sensors, from R1 

to R2 (Figure 4-2C), as it travels radially through an absorbent filter paper. The shorter the CST 

time recorded, the better the dewaterability. Our initial hypothesis suggested that HPMA would 

have better dewatering ability than commercial PAM-based flocculants due to its inherently 

hydrophobic backbone. Therefore, this output variable also offered a quantitative way to 

empirically verify our hypothesis. The trend in CST results also helped us approximate where the 

optimal polymer dosage lies. Overdosing of the flocculant results in a gel matrix that blocks water-
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release pathways, which, consequently, results in higher CST values. Figure 4-3 shows the typical 

rise in CST past the optimal dosage due to ‘overdosing. CST values that were used were obtained 

from an average of three measurements from three separate 5 ml aliquots of the treated MFT.  

 
Figure 4-2: (A) A schematic of a side view profile, (B) an actual single cell fitted with a filter paper, (C) top view 

profile and (D) and a complete view of a Type 319 Multi-CST apparatus. [33] 

 

Figure 4-3: CST values from: diluted MFT (control); reference commercial PAM; 50 % HPMA (1.58x10-3M, KPS) 

and 70 % HPMA (1.58x10-3M, KPS). 
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Initiator concentration (MW) was statistically insignificant in relation to this response variable 

and the only significant predictor was the DOH. After dropping the insignificant variable, we 

obtained the following empirical model that was based on coded factors, 

 𝐂𝐒𝐓 = 𝟏𝟑. 𝟖𝟑 − 𝟑𝟎. 𝟑𝟎 𝐃𝐎𝐇 − 𝟏𝟕. 𝟗𝟔 𝐃𝐎𝐇𝟐 (4-2) 

The surface response and the corresponding contour profile of the CST model are shown on 

Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5, respectively. According to this model, as the DOH was lowered below 

water-solubility (~50%) there was a significant increase in both the CST values and the polymer 

dosage used. These observations, we suppose, can best be understood by referring back to the brief 

discussion in the previous chapter on the significance of carboxylate groups in HPMA. In 

summary, we concluded that the lower the DOH, the fewer the anionic active-sites, the poorer the 

extension of polymer chains and the lower the chains’ water-solubility. As a result, in lowly 

hydrolyzed PMA grades floc formation was poor due to the limited flocculation sites. Also, low 

water-solubility and poor chain extension avail only a fraction of the polymer for flocculation in 

aqueous media and this, we suggest, explains the need of higher dosages to make up for the 

deficiency. In general, CST test results showed that water-soluble HPMA grades outperformed the 

reference commercial PAM (Figure 4-3) as initially predicted in our hypothesis.  

 

Figure 4-4: Modeled CST surface response as a function of DOH and initiator concentration. 
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Figure 4-5: A contour plot of the CST surface response as a function of DOH and initiator concentration. 

Moreover, the values of the coefficients of determination (𝑅2 and 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 ) for this model were 

quite high, which indicates that the model was able to capture most of the variation from this 

response (Figure 4-6).  The model also met the basic regression assumptions of normality (See 

Figure 4-7) and unpredictability/non-linearity (See CST residual plot - APPENDIX E) in the 

residuals. 

 

.          
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Figure 4-6: Observed versus predicted values for the CST model. 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Normal plot of the CST model 
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4.2.2. Supernatant Turbidity 

Supernatant turbidity was a particularly important parameter, as the results obtained with HPMA 

were significantly higher than those from the reference PAM. High supernatant turbidity is an 

undesired outcome as it indicates poor fines capture, which, by extension, negatively impacts on 

the quality of the recovered water. Turbidity measurements were run using a 2100 AN Hach 

turbidimeter after 24 hours of flocs sedimentation in 100 ml measuring cylinders. Turbidity values 

used for the CCD were obtained from the supernatant of samples corresponding to the optimal 

CST values. 

 

Figure 4-8: An illustration of the typical increase in supernatant turbidity that was observed with increase in 

HPMA dosage. 

 Supernatant turbidity worsened with increase in HPMA’s dosage - an observation that was 

consistent in all cases regardless of the DOH (Figure 4-8). However, when the polymer dosage 

was held constant, we observed that HPMA flocculants with high DOH yielded more turbid 

supernatants than the lowly hydrolyzed variations. Based on these experimental observations, we 

came to the conclusion that turbidity was tied to an inherent property of the flocculant, namely the 

DOH. And on closer look at the DOH, we realized that the hydrolyzing agent, NaOH, was almost 

certainly the main cause of this undesired turbidity. Studies in various fields have confirmed the 

dispersive effect of sodium ions on clays (Figure 4-9).[47], [147]–[149] According to these 

studies, presence of a high amount of exchangeable sodium ions is considered to be the main 

reason for dispersivity in clay soils. Sodium ions have a relatively high hydration radius but, unlike 

calcium, they have a low valence charge and consequently their charge sparsity (CS) index (ratio 

of hydrated ionic radius to valency) is comparatively much higher. According to Thadeu et al. the 
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higher the CS index of a cation the poorer its ability to neutralize clay surface charge and the higher 

its dispersive effect on clays (Table 4-5).[3], [149], [150]  

Table 4-4: Key properties that influence clay dispersity. [149], [150] 

Cations 

Hydrated ionic radius 

(HIR), 10-10 m Valence 

Charge Sparsity 

(CS), 10-10 m 

Ca2+ 4.12 2 2.06 

Mg2+ 4.28 2 2.14 

K+ 3.31 1 3.31 

Na+ 3.58 1 3.58 

 

Figure 4-9: Clay colloidal dispersion (turbidity) due to increase in exchangeable sodium content.[5] 

It is also known that pH plays a significant role in clay dispersion (Figure 4-10).[148] However, 

in our case, MFT maintained a pH that was relatively constant even after high dilution with DI 

water. Stable pH in MFT is thought to be a result of strong buffering from bicarbonate ions that 

form when hydroxyl ions, from caustic additives in MFT, react with absorbed atmospheric CO2 in 

tailing ponds. So, with pH being constant, the other key variable that could affect fines capture in 

our case was the sodium content mostly from the hydrolyzing agent and partially from the 

surfactant. As can be seen from Figure 4-11A, at the typical MFT pH (~8), sodium-treated clays 

have a high surface charge that further enhances their electrostatic stability and encourages their 

dispersion. At this same pH (~8), calcium ions have a coagulative effect on fines (Figure 4-11A). 

And increasing Calcium dosage counters the dispersive effect of sodium ions, which might explain 

why we required a comparatively high calcium dosage in our flocculation tests (Figure 4-11B) 

.[42], [47] 
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Figure 4-10: Illustration of the dual effect that pH and sodium content have on clay colloidal dispersion. [42], [148]  

 
Figure 4-11: (A) An illustration of the diametrically opposed effects that calcium and sodium ions have on the 

surface charge of clay minerals at the typical MFT pH (~8).[47] (B) Clay coagulation and dispersion resulting from 

an increase in calcium and sodium ions.[5], [148] 

 

 

 𝐓𝐮𝐫𝐛𝐢𝐝𝐢𝐭𝐲 =  𝟑𝟖. 𝟗 − 𝟒. 𝟔 𝐋𝐨𝐠[𝐈] − 𝟏𝟖. 𝟕 𝐃𝐎𝐇 + 𝟖. 𝟎 𝐃𝐎𝐇𝟐 (4-3) 

 

In our statistical model, the DOH and the initiator concentration (MW) were both significant 

predictors in relation to this response. Equation (4-3) shows the resulting regression model based 

on coded factors. However, it is worth noting that the predictor variables where not equally 

significant - the DOH had predominantly higher influence on turbidity (Figure 4-12). 
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Figure 4-12: A Pareto chart of standardized significant predictor variables. 

 

Figure 4-13: Surface response of supernatant turbidity as a function of DOH and initiator concentration. 
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Figure 4-14: A contour plot of the surface response of supernatant turbidity as a function of DOH and initiator 

concentration. 

 As shown on the surface response (Figure 4-13) and contour profile (Figure 4-14) of the 

turbidity model, turbidity increased with decrease in DOH and decrease in initiator concentration. 

The higher turbidity at low DOH, we suppose, was due to the fact that higher polymer dosages 

were required to attain acceptable dewaterability, thus, resulting in a higher overall sodium 

content. Turning to other significant predictor, initiator concentration, we attributed the high 

turbidity values to poor fines capture associated with chains entanglement at high MW and/or the 

extra sodium hydroxide used to hydrolyze high MW chains. Fortunately, in all cases, supernatant 

turbidity was still relatively low at the polymer dosages that yielded optimal CST values.   

The model’s 𝑅2  and 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2  values, which are statistical measures of how accurate the model is 

at capturing variations of the response variable, were desirably high (Figure 4-15). The model also 

met the regression assumptions of normality, as shown by the probability plot (Figure 4-19), and 

stochastic error, as shown by the turbidity residual plot (APPENDIX E). 
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Figure 4-15: Observed versus predicted values for the turbidity model. 

 

 

Figure 4-16: Normal plot of the supernatant turbidity model. 
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4.2.3. Initial Settling Rate (ISR) 

This flocculation parameter, as the name suggests, determines the initial rate of floc sedimentation 

by following the change in the mudline (water-flocs interface) as the flocs settle immediately after 

flocculation. We calculated ISR values using the plots of the initial change in the mudline as a 

function of time. To be more precise, using the gradient of the linear part of the slopes from these 

plots. Generally, in alignment with the already discussed concept of polymer-induced flocculation, 

high MW flocculants with multiple binding sites form larger and denser flocs. And, congruent to 

Stokes’ Law approximation, such flocs settle faster via gravitational sedimentation and, 

consequently, have higher ISR values.  

 
Figure 4-17: The difference in floc size between two HPMA flocculants of equal dosage and hydrolyzed from the 

same PMA batch (1.58x10-3M, KPS) but to different DOH: (A) ~70 % HPMA and (B) ~50 % HPMA. 

The ISR response variable had both the DOH and the initiator concentration as significant 

predictors. The resulting regression model, based on coded variables and factoring in both 

predictors, is described by Equation (4-4). The DOH was once again the predominant predictor 

variable as shown by the Pareto chart in Figure 4-18. Generally, HPMA flocculants with a higher 

DOH formed visibly larger flocs (Figure 4-20). Again, we posit that this leverage observed in 

HPMA grades with a higher DOH is due to their higher number of active flocculation-sites, greater 

chain-extension and better water solubility, all of which facilitate flocculation.  

 𝐈𝐒𝐑 = 𝟏𝟐𝟕. 𝟓 − 𝟏𝟑. 𝟓 𝐋𝐨𝐠[𝐈] − 𝟏𝟐. 𝟎 (𝐋𝐨𝐠[𝐈])𝟐 + 𝟓𝟓. 𝟐 𝐃𝐎𝐇 − 𝟑𝟒. 𝟏 𝐃𝐎𝐇𝟐 (4-4) 
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Figure 4-18: A Pareto chart of standardized significant predictor variables for ISR. 

As expected, the ISR model showed that high molecular weight HPMAs with a moderately 

high DOH (water-soluble grades) had the highest settling rates (Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20). 

Therefore, based on this model and experimental observations, we can conclude that a DOH that 

enables water-solubility is sufficient to offer optimal flocculation results. Extensive hydrolysis 

(past solubility) seems to degrade the polymer (lower the molecular weight) and negatively affect 

flocculation. This model was also able to capture a high percentage of variation in ISR (Figure 

4-21). The ISR model residuals adequately met the regression assumptions of normality and 

randomness as shown by the probability plot (Figure 4-22) and the residual plot (APPENDIX E), 

respectively.   
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Figure 4-19: Surface response of ISR as a function of DOH and initiator concentration. 

 

Figure 4-20: A contour plot of the surface response of ISR as a function of DOH and initiator concentration. 
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Figure 4-21: Observed versus predicted values for the ISR model. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-22: Normal plot of the ISR model. 
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4.3) High Density MFT Flocculation Tests 

In the field, unlike in a lab setting, it would be impractical and counterproductive to highly dilute 

MFT prior to polymer-induced dewatering, especially considering the current tailings inventory. 

In this section, we ran a few flocculation tests on undiluted MFT using one of our high MW 

flocculants - HPMA (70 % DOH, 1.17x10-4 M, KPS). These tests were simple and aimed at 

assessing the possibility of using HPMA flocculant to treat high density MFT, and, hopefully, set 

the pace for more comprehensive future pilot tests on a commercial scale.  

4.3.1. CST  

As already mentioned, our operating hypothesis requires us to compare the dewatering ability of 

HPMA to an industrial PAM-based flocculant. Therefore, CST of the treated MFT was our first 

flocculation parameter to test. To gauge our success while using this flocculation parameter, we 

used the criteria proposed by the Oil Sands Tailings Consortium (OSTC) as our reference metric. 

According to the OSTC procedure, a successful polymer flocculant for use in treatment of high 

density oil sands tailings should have a CST that is less than 100 seconds.[33] The MFT sample 

that was used for this test was the same one characterized in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 only that, in 

this case, it was undiluted (~33 wt. %). To homogenize the slurry, 100 g of undiluted MFT was 

mixed at 500 rpm in a 250 ml beaker for 5 minutes using an overhead electric mixer with an axial 

impeller. We maintained the same impeller diameter to beaker diameter ratio of ~0.7. For 

coagulation, 2000 ppm calcium was added and mixed for 2 minutes at the same rate. The procedure 

above was repeated in two separate beakers, one for our test HPMA flocculant and the other for 

the reference PAM, before adding the polymer flocculants. After coagulant addition, the mixing 

rate was reduced to 250 rpm and the polymer flocculants were added.  Mixing was continued until 

the flocculant solution was evenly dispersed and visible flocs emerged. 

Table 4-3: CST results on undiluted MFT. 

 CST, seconds 

  OSCT (Syncrude) Proposed Standard <100 

  Untreated and undiluted MFT (Control-1) 1988.6 

  MFT + Ca2+ Coagulant (Control-2) 915.7 

  Ref. PAM 242 

  HPMA (1.17x10-4M, KPS; DOH-70%) 12.6 
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Figure 4-23: CST values from the treatment of undiluted MFT. 

4.3.2. Pressure Filtration 

A simple pressure filtration test was also run to assess the filterability and dewaterability of the 

flocculated MFT. We used the polymer-treated MFT samples that had optimal CST values as 

discussed above. The equipment used for this test was a filter press running at 10 psi pressure and 

each test was run for 5 minutes. For the same amount of treated MFT, HPMA (70 %, 1.17x10-4M, 

KPS) recovered 37 ml of water in 5 minutes (30 ml within the first 30 seconds) whereas our 

reference PAM filtered out 24 ml in 5 minutes (9 ml within the first 30 seconds).  
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4.3.3. Supernatant Clarity: Centrate Solids Content 

Flocculation of high density MFT lacks the clear mudline that is typical of highly diluted MFT, 

which makes it difficult to directly determine the clarity of the supernatant. The approach used to 

assess the quality of the recovered water was again borrowed from the OSTC procedure. This 

procedure proposes the use of centrifugation of polymer-treated MFT and subsequent analysis of 

the resulting centrate. A centrifuge centrate that has a total solids content that is below 0.5 wt. % 

is considered acceptable. [33] In our case, about 35 ml of the treated MFT that recorded optimal 

CST values was transferred to a 50 ml conical tube and centrifuged at 4200 rpm for 5 minutes. 

The solids content of the centrate was determined by drying triplicate samples in a moisture 

analyzer and was found to average 0.41 wt. % solids. 

 

Figure 4-24: Centrate clarity at optimal dewaterability of HPMA. 

4.3.4 Solids Content. 

The solids content of the cake left behind after pressure filtration was also determined to assess 

the amount of solids consolidated in the cake. Solids content was determined by drying triplicate 

samples of the cake in an oven. HPMAs cake had a much higher solids content, which was 

expected considering that a significant portion of the treated MFT was recovered as filtrate water. 

A replication of these results on a larger scale, would lead to much better consolidation and 

reduction of MFT storage volume. 

Table 4-5: Solids content results on undiluted MFT. 

Polymer Flocculant % Solids in Filtration Cake 

HPMA  (70%, 1.17x10-4M, KPS) 49.76 

Ref-PAM 40.97 
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5.1) Main Contributions 

I was able to successfully use emulsion polymerization to produce high batch-yields of PMA 

in stable latex solutions and ranging from high to relatively low molecular weights. 

Subsequently, I managed to use base-hydrolysis to obtain various HPMA grades from the PMA 

latex solutions. 

Using a CCD and statistical modeling of flocculation results, I showed that the DOH was 

the most significant variable when using HPMA to flocculate and dewater MFT. I attributed 

this result to the crucial role that base hydrolysis plays in enhancing PMA’s water-solubility, 

providing flocculation sites and extending the polymer chains. 

Based on supernatant turbidity results, I concluded that using a caustic hydrolyzing agent 

caused dispersion of colloidal clays resulting in high turbidity of the supernatant. I also 

attributed the flocs shear-sensitivity to the low Tg of PMA.  

Drawing from flocculation tests on undiluted MFT, I concluded that a water-soluble and 

high molecular weight HPMA flocculant would not only outperform an industrial PAM but it 

would also exceeded the industrial dewatering requirements for polymer flocculants used in 

treatment of high density MFT. 

Lastly, from the results and insights I gained working with HPMA, I proposed a novel-

group of acrylic-based flocculants for use in MFT treatment (Figure 5-1). 
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5.2) Future Work 

In the future, I suggest the use of non-sodium based hydrolyzing agents like KOH and Ca(OH)2, 

to help counter the unwanted turbidity that I attributed to sodium ions. And from a process set-up 

perspective, I recommend the use of a semi-batch emulsion polymerization process, which is much 

easier to control and reproduce than batch polymerization, especially on a commercial scale.  

I also propose more detailed flocculation tests in the future, particularly with high density MFT. 

Polymer flocculants with varying properties (in this case DOH and MW) perform optimally at 

different flocculation conditions (clay and solids contents, mixing conditions, and polymer 

dosages). Comprehensive flocculation tests will help determine these optimal conditions and, in 

this way, lead to more effective practical applications. Also, flocculation studies on long term 

dewaterability and compaction will help further evaluate how these novel acrylate-based 

flocculants compare with their industrial counterparts. 

Finally, this research work sets pace for a more comprehensive study that could lead to a novel 

group of hydrophobically modified acrylic polymer flocculants. This potential future endeavor 

will further examine the effect of increased hydrophobicity on water expulsion, verify the role of 

hydrogen bonding in water retention, and test the effect of polymer Tg (polymer elasticity) on the 

strength of resulting sediment flocs and subsequent compaction behavior. Based on the results 

from this thesis, I project that the extent to which acrylate-based polymers will form viable 

flocculants for use in tailings dewatering will mainly depend on their water solubility upon 

hydrolysis. Thus, determination of the possibility to attain water solubility via base hydrolysis will 

be a key step, particularly for higher acrylates. The use of water soluble acrylate-copolymers, like 

the one shown in Figure 5-1.a, will be especially useful in examining how flocculants with low 

hydrogen-bonding and high Tg perform compared to acrylate homopolymers with low Tg. 
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Figure 5-1: (a) Hydrolyzed poly (styrene-acrylate) copolymer (flocculant with high Tg and low hydrogen bonding). 

(b) Partially hydrolyzed PAA homopolymer (high Tg and high hydrogen bonding). (c) Partially hydrolyzed PEA 

homopolymer (rubbery with low hydrogen bonding). (d) Partially hydrolyzed P-n-BA homopolymer. (e) Partially 

hydrolyzed P-t-BA homopolymer. (f) Partially hydrolyzed POA homopolymer. 
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APPENDIX A:  

DLS Analysis 

Batch Temperature, °C Z-Ave (d, nm ) PDI 

2.14 x10-2M, 

KPS 
25 

100.4 0.034 

100.1 0.033 

100.4 0.031 

1.00 x10-2M, 

KPS 
25 

101.5 0.035 

101.4 0.020 

100.2 0.041 

1.58 x10-3M, 

KPS 
25 

107.3 0. 034 

106.6 0.016 

106.5 0.035 

2.51 x10-4M, 

KPS 
25 

115.2 0.048 

113.0 0.036 

113.2 0.029 

1.17 x10-4M, 

KPS 
25 

122.8 0.044 

121.6 0.037 

120.2 0.048 
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APPENDIX B:  

 

CMC Determination 

Surface Tension [mN/m] [Surfactant],mM (mol/L.10-3) 

72.572 0 

55.630 1.82 

43.804 3.64 

35.84 5.46 

35.252 6.37 

34.575 7.28 

34.045 8.2 

35.603 9.1 

36.451 10.01 

38.044 11.8 

38.322 12.74 

38.483 13.65 

38.449 14.56 

38.357 15.47 

38.473 16.38 

38.424 18.2 

38.512 20.02 
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APPENDIX C:  

 

Batch Solids Content  

 1 2 3 4 5 

[Initiator], M 1.17 x10-4 2.51x10-4 1.58 x10-3 1.00 x10-2 2.14 x10-2 

Solids Content, % 27 29 30 28 27 

 

 

𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅𝒔 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒕 =
(𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝑴𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒙 𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 ) − (𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑴𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒂𝒇𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈)

𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝑴𝒂𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒙 𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏
 𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

 
 
Or, 
 
 
𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅𝒔 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒕 = [𝟏 − 𝑴𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒕∗] 𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎  

 

*Heating was done using a programmable OHAUS moisture analyzer. The mass of the aluminum 
pan containing the latex solution was tared to zero before adding the polymer samples. 
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APPENDIX D: 

 

CCD Experimental Design Matrix. 

Log [I] 
DOH, 

% 
CST, 

 Seconds 
Turbidity,  

NTU 
ISR, 
cm/h 

Dosage, 
ppm 

-3.6 80 10 39 138 3000 

-3.93 70 9.5 36.7 148 7000 

-2.8 90 12.7 29.3 127.8 1000 

-2.0 80 11 22 111.9 3000 

-2.8 48 45 64 25 9000 

-3.6 50 34 73 33 12000 

-2.8 70 9.5 35 143.7 5000 

-2.0 50 38 64 19.2 9000 

-2.8 70 8.4 30 149.7 5000 

-1.67 70 9 29 99.7 1000 

-2.8 70 8.7 33 139.3 5000 
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APPENDIX E: 

CST Residual Plot 

 

Turbidity Residual Plot 
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ISR Residual Plot 
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